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Not only do Bruins visit attractions in China, they become one 
 
UCLA players draw attention in basketball-crazed Beijing as they settle in for a three-game tour that 
Coach Ben Howland says is also a cultural experience. 
 
By David Wharton 

BEIJING – First came glances and whispers. Commuters could not help noticing a group of strangers – tall 
strangers – squeezing onto their crowded subway car at rush hour. 

Then, on the broad expanse of Tiananmen Square, with evening lights twinkling from the Great Hall of the 
People and the Forbidden City, people grew bolder.  

A trio of young girls wanted a snapshot. An older couple said hello in halting English. 

Wherever the UCLA basketball coaches and players have ventured during the first two days of their trip to 
China, they have drawn attention in this basketball-crazed city. 

"People here take the game really seriously," guard Larry Drew II said. "It's kind of flattering." 

Yet the only thing the Chinese people haven't seen out of UCLA so far is much basketball. 

The Bruins slogged their way through an abbreviated scrimmage Thursday afternoon, arriving at a converted 
badminton arena where onlookers sneaked in through side doors to catch a glimpse. But Coach Ben Howland 
kept the session short, mindful that his players were still weary after a long flight from Los Angeles. 

Friday's schedule was filled with sightseeing – first the Great Wall, then a chance to step inside the Forbidden 
City, the massive, ornate grounds that once housed Chinese emperors. 

If all of this sounds more like a tourist vacation than a basketball trip, that's fine with Howland. For now. 

The coach views UCLA's journey to the Far East in two ways. Extra practices and three games against college 
and pro teams over the next few days will certainly help the Bruins prepare for a season in which much will be 
expected of them and their highly ranked freshman class. 

But Howland has also emphasized what he calls "the cultural experience" of this trip. He has personal reasons 
for wanting to bring his team to China. 

His maternal grandparents met here as missionaries in the late 1920s. His mother lived in China until she was 
a teenager. 

"When she was 4 years old," he said, "she spoke better Chinese than English." 

While growing up, Howland heard his grandfather talk glowingly of the country and its people. His home was 
filled with Asian art and knickknacks. 
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But the closest Howland ever got to mainland China was a trip to Taipei, Taiwan, with the Weber State 
basketball team before his senior year. 

"You could walk down the street and there were live animals … you could buy a snake," he recalled. "You 
remember things like that." 

Now he has finally made it to the mainland, with the added benefit of watching his young players experience 
Beijing for the first time. 

Just riding a bus through the city, the streets overflowing with cars, scooters and bicycles, had freshman guard 
Kyle Anderson talking about culture shock. 

"There seems to be a lot of things going on at once," he said. "It's so different." 

Anderson also has some familial history in China, his great-grandparents on his mother's side living here 
before moving to Jamaica and then New York. 

"It's great to see the place where they came from," he said. 

The tourist outings will soon take a back seat to athletics. An exhibition against Tsinghua University on 
Saturday night kicks off three games in four days. 

But even basketball might have a tourist feeling. 

"We get to see what their culture brings to the game," guard Tyler Lamb said. 

The Bruins have heard plenty about the Chinese teams and their physical style of play. That could mean some 
pushing and shoving under the rim. 

Kind of like stepping onto the subway at rush hour. 
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UCLA learning to expect the unexpected during trip to China 
 
The Bruins basketball team defeats Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 72-31, but the game is delayed an 
hour because of problems with the nets 
 
By David Wharton 

SHANGHAI – Workmen scurried onto the court just before tipoff. A stanchion had broken loose from one of 
the baskets, and the nets were slipping off both rims. 

It was hardly an encouraging sight for Jordan Adams, a UCLA freshman who was eager for the start of his 
team's exhibition game against Shanghai Jiao Tong University.  

"I was like, 'Can we hurry up and get this thing going?'" Adams recalled. 

By the time Monday night's game finally started — an hour late — the Bruins had come to expect the 
unexpected during their weeklong swing through China. 

When they arrived Thursday, their practice court in Beijing desperately needed mopping. The locker room for 
their first game, at Tsinghua University, was actually a conference room with padded chairs and a long 
wooden table. 

There have been schedule delays and a minor bus accident over the last few days. When they finally started 
playing at SJTU, the game clock kept skipping ahead. 

"It helps us deal with adversity," Coach Ben Howland said. "We're just rolling with it." 

Adams certainly adjusted, scoring five of the Bruins' first seven baskets in a 72-31 victory. His game-high 20 
points made up for a disappointing debut against Tsinghua several nights earlier. 

"My first college game wasn't so good," he said. "I didn't want to have another bad one." 

Once again, UCLA rebounded and ran the court at will against an opponent not skilled or quick enough to 
keep pace. Sophomore guard Norman Powell scored 13 points and forward Travis Wear had 12. 

The outcome was all but decided with a 12-0 run in the final minutes of the second quarter, a string of 
fastbreak baskets contributing to a 44-14 halftime lead. 

"I'm just really pleased with the way we shared the ball," Howland said. "It even got to the point where we 
were over-passing." 

The coach has remained relatively calm through all the glitches, somewhat surprising for a man who — to say 
the least — likes things orderly. 

He might have reacted differently if this were a trip to the Oregon schools in the middle of the conference 
season. But here in China, where basketball is wildly popular, the college game is still developing. 
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Officials with the Federation of University Sports of China have been eager to make a show of UCLA's visit, 
giving speeches and arranging for cultural performances before each game. 

When the Bruins showed up at SJTU, a police car with flashing lights led the team bus across a vast campus 
where colorful banners hung on either side of the road. 

"You can see this is important to them," Howland said. "And the fans have been great." 

After two games against university teams, the Bruins will face the Shanghai Sharks — a professional club co-
owned by former Houston Rockets star Yao Ming — on Tuesday. 

With a history dating to the early 1950s, the Sharks won China's national championship in 2001-02 and 
reached the semifinals of the Chinese Basketball Assn. playoffs two seasons ago. 

Against UCLA, they could be somewhat depleted, playing without several Americans and Chinese national 
team members normally on their roster. Still, the matchup should be tougher. 

"They've got size and length and they can execute," Howland said. "They're well-coached." 

The game will be played at Shanghai Yuanshen Sports Center. Another pregame show is on the schedule and 
another boisterous crowd is expected to attend. 

Beyond that, the Bruins have no idea what to expect. 
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UCLA basketball players take home something valuable from China 

In challenge from pro team the Shanghai Sharks, the Bruins show they can turn key stops into fastbreak 
points in last game abroad. More important, veterans and newcomers bond during weeklong trip. 

By David Wharton 

SHANGHAI – Less than six minutes remained as the UCLA players huddled on the sideline. 

For the first time since arriving in China, they were locked in something resembling a real game, their lead 
dwindling against a team of professionals called the Shanghai Sharks.  

With the crowd growing louder and the public address system pumping rock music, Coach Ben Howland 
hollered at his players about defense. 

"Let's finish this," he said. 

Over the next few minutes, the Bruins turned key stops into fastbreak points, running away with a 92-63 
victory at Yuanshen Sports Center. In the process, they concluded what players and coaches called a valuable 
one-week swing through China. 

"I think we know a little bit more of how we can play together and what we are capable of when we play a 
whole team effort on defense," guard Tyler Lamb said. "These three games helped us to see where we stand." 

If nothing else, after two relatively easy victories against college teams in Beijing and Shanghai, Tuesday 
night's matchup provided something of a gut check. 

The Sharks came into this game without their two best players, guard Liu Wei and former California center 
Max Zhang. Their coach was gone too, off shopping for the two American players that Chinese Basketball 
Assn. franchises are allowed to carry on their rosters during the season. 

"Right now, we're working with the guys who will be our role players," said Shanghai assistant coach Rory 
White, a former Clipper. 

But those role players showed discipline, physical defense and an ability to knock down three-point shots, 
keeping their team in the game for most of the night. 

With former Houston Rockets star Yao Ming watching from the stands — he is a part-owner — the Sharks 
pulled within seven points in the second half. 

That's when the Bruins turned to a formula they hope will carry them through the coming season, using their 
athleticism to make stops and push the ball upcourt. 

"As soon as we started locking up on defense, we got easy buckets in transition," forward Travis Wear said. "It 
just started clicking for us." 

Wear led all scorers with 26 points. Freshman Kyle Anderson continued to impress with 21 points and 11 
rebounds. 

"I definitely learned you've got to play hard every possession," he said of his week abroad. "Every time you're 
out there, you've got to give it your all." 
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Coaches and players talked about their adventure in terms that extended beyond basketball statistics. The long 
plane flight and unusual food, the hotel rooms and all-day sightseeing tours — much of it was fun, some was 
not. 

"Everything's a part of that, even the stuff you don't like," Wear said. "As long as you're going through it 
together, it all helps." 

The experience could be significant for a roster that blends returning veterans with a highly touted incoming 
class that figures to contribute immediately. 

Though freshman Shabazz Muhammad had to stay home while the NCAA continues to investigate whether he 
received improper benefits while in high school, Anderson, Jordan Adams and the injured Tony Parker had 
plenty of time to bond with their new team. 

As for Howland, he was happy with the Bruins' play and relieved to survive the trip — and an extra 10 
practices the NCAA allows for teams that play internationally in the preseason — without injury. 

"You always worry about that," he said. "Last year, USC lost one of their best players down in Brazil." 

The coach was so pleased that he let his players and assistants go to a nightclub after the game, everyone 
waking up a little bleary-eyed for buses that departed for the airport early the next morning. 

The Bruins will get a few weeks to rest before the start of individual workouts and then practices beginning in 
the fall. They feel as if they have a head start on the season. 

"This whole thing was huge for us," Wear said. "We feel like we already know ourselves as a team." 
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NCAA sure knows how to ruin a party 

The first game in the $136-million redo of outdated Pauley was played without star freshman recruit 
Shabazz Muhammad, who had been shut down by the NCAA. 

By Bill Dwyre 

They opened the shiny, new Pauley Pavilion Friday night amid pomp and less-than-desired circumstance. 

The first game in the $136-million redo of outdated Pauley was preceded by loud music, speeches, floodlights, laser 
beams and fancy graphics on a big new scoreboard. Basketball stars of yesteryear returned and were properly 
honored. John Wooden's voice, fittingly booming from above, reminded all of the history and standards of his 
philosophy, the reason all this was happening now. 

And then they played the game without star freshman recruit Shabazz Muhammad, who had been shut down by the 
NCAA. 

 This capped a strange week in Los Angeles sports. 

The Clippers look like the old Lakers and the Lakers look like the old Clippers. The Lakers seem to preach patience 
in regard to 1-4 Coach Mike Brown for most of the week and then fire him Friday. At USC, one student deflates a 
bunch of footballs and at UCLA, another deflates a long-awaited arena opening. 

Whatever happened to just playing games? 

The NCAA, perhaps attempting to even the score in Los Angeles major college sanctioning after stomping on 
USC's football program a few years ago, announced just before gametime that Muhammad, one of the top recruits 
in the nation, was not eligible to play. 

The announcement said that he had accepted travel and lodging expenses for university visits. Those visits were to 
Duke and North Carolina, allegedly paid for by a family friend. The NCAA also said that, while this case has been 
hanging like a thunder cloud over UCLA's basketball program for months, a key issue was how quickly it had 
received documents on the case. 

"The expediency of these decisions can hinge on the level of timely cooperation of all involved parties," the 
statement said. It also said key documents didn't get to them until Nov. 1. 

Left unsaid, in typical vague NCAA-speak, was who was late with the documents. A Bruins spokesman said, "The 
document delay had nothing to do with UCLA." The schools visited would not likely stonewall, either, because 
they also have Big Brother NCAA watching over them. Might that leave mommy and daddy Muhammad? 

Still, the Bruins can't totally skate on this one. They had to assume that a big-time recruit such as Muhammad 
would come with some baggage. These days, they all do. 

All this was, of course, the last thing UCLA and its fans wanted on center stage on this special Friday night. 

There was so much ceremony to stand on. It started with speeches outside, with Matt Pauley, the grandson of 
original pavilion namesake Edwin Pauley, telling a crowd of perhaps 500 that the re-building had been a "seven-
year journey," and added, "My family considers itself blessed to be associated with this." 

Inside, before the game, there were pictures of Wooden on the big new scoreboard, the sounds of Wooden reciting 
poetry and the words of one of his sayings, especially fitting on this night targeted for nothing but joy and 
celebration and not quite getting there. 

– more – 
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UCLA freshman Jordan Adams steps up, saves Bruins against UC Irvine 

By Baxter Holmes  

LOS ANGELES – A UCLA freshman rescued the Bruins on Tuesday, helping his team escape with an 
overtime win. 

Off in fantasy-land, Bruins fans would like to imagine that Shabazz Muhammad saved the day.  

But, no. 

It was Jordan Adams, who poured in 26 points -- and hit all 16 of his free throws -- in UCLA's 80-70 overtime 
win against UC Irvine at Pauley Pavilion.  

"Jordan Adams was key for us down the stretch, and the entire game for us, offensively," Bruins Coach Ben 
Howland said after the game. 

Adams' 26 points were the most by a UCLA freshman since Kevin Love scored 29 versus Western Kentucky 
in the second round of the NCAA tournament in 2008. 

In the final eight minutes of the game, Adams scored 10 points and made all eight of his free throws. 

Adams said he doesn't feel like he's stepping up in place of Muhammad, who the NCAA declared ineligible on 
Nov. 9 for violations of amateurism rules. 

"No, it’s not that," Adams said. "I see openings and I think I scored at the appropriate time when my 
teammates passed it. It's not anything about missing Shabazz; it’s about going with the flow for me." 

Adams has scored 20 or more points in both of the Bruins games this season. He had 21 points in UCLA's 86-
59 win over Indiana State on Nov. 9 

"He's been playing like this since China," Howland said, referencing the Bruins trip there this summer, when 
they played three exhibition games against Chinese teams. "This is nothing new for us. 

"He gives us a great lift when he comes in. He reminds me of some old Celtics, like a 'Hondo'" -- the nickname 
for John Havlicek.  

"I mean, he is instant offense," Howland said. 

Adams said he has accepted his role in coming off the bench, and Howland doesn't seem ready to change how 
he uses Adams. 

"The bottom line is, at the end of the day, he played 26 minutes," Howland said of Tuesday's game. 

"So he's getting a point a minute. That's pretty good."  

UCLA guard Larry Drew said Adams doesn't surprise him anymore. 

"Somebody asked me who I was most impressed with on this team so far, and I said Jordan, just because [of] 
his ability to create his own shot," Drew said. 

"As a freshman, he has an uncanny ability to put the ball into the basket and get points whenever we need him 
too. As of right now, I'm not surprised by anything he does anymore." 

#### 
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UCLA’s Shabazz Muhammad kept preparing while awaiting NCAA ruling 

The Bruins’ freshman, who was declared eligible by the NCAA on Friday, will play in his first college game 
when UCLA plays Georgetown on Monday in the Legends Classic Tournament in Brooklyn. 

By Baxter Holmes 

NEW YORK – During UCLA's practices last week, Shabazz Muhammad pushed himself more than usual – and 
his "usual" effort is said to be more full-bore than most. And after those basketball practices, the freshman stayed 
late to run, to lift weights. 

He hadn't played in the Bruins' first three games after the NCAA declared him ineligible for a violation of its 
amateurism rules, but Muhammad knew that his fortunes might change Friday when UCLA's appeal on the case 
would be heard. 

He knew that he needed to be ready to play, just in case, people close to him said. 

Then Friday, the NCAA reinstated Muhammad, making the highly rated swingman eligible to play for the No. 13 
Bruins (3-0) immediately, starting Monday night against Georgetown (2-0) at Brooklyn's Barclays Center in the 
Legends Classic tournament. 

When Muhammad received the news he'd been long waiting for, he burst into the UCLA men's basketball coaches' 
offices with an enormous smile. Whoops and yells were exchanged. 

Then, it hit him: "I've got to pack!" 

Before UCLA departed for New York on Saturday, Muhammad hadn't planned on coming. Now that he's here and 
able to play, the questions are: How will UCLA be affected with him in the lineup? Will he have any rust from 
sitting out? 

"Even if he's not there, they have a lot of talent, so they'll be good either way," Georgetown Coach John Thompson 
III said in a conference call before the ruling. 

How Muhammad will fit in will be determined over time, but Bruins freshman Kyle Anderson doesn't expect any 
rust Monday. 

"No, because in practice, he's a beast," Anderson said. 

Playing his first college game against Georgetown is a stiff opening act for Muhammad, who wasn't able to warm 
up with cupcake opponents such as James Madison. 

"I told him, 'We're kind of throwing you to the wolves a little bit,'" Anderson said. 

Clayton Williams, who coached the Dream Vision AAU team Muhammad played on, said Muhammad has always 
played well on big stages against big-time teams. "The demand to perform is nothing to Shabazz," Williams said. 
"He loves pressure." 

Muhammad isn't expected to start, but it probably won't take long before he checks into the game. 

Ron Holmes, Muhammad's father, said if his son "let's the game come to him, everything will be OK." 
Muhammad's parents — Holmes and Faye Muhammad — are expected to attend the game, along with his sister, 
Asia. 
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It was Asia who was closest to Muhammad during the days leading up to his reinstatement. She drove from the 
family's home in Las Vegas to Los Angeles to be near him because, she said, "I knew he was upset and going 
through a lot." 

She wanted to keep him away from campus, where he was bombarded with questions about when he'll be able to 
play. They spent time at the Third Street Promenade in Santa Monica, and at an aunt's house in Long Beach, where 
family kept him calm. 

After Muhammad learned the news, he met up with Asia at the Promenade. 

"His whole aura had changed," she said. "He was glowing." 

He dined on a steak burrito bowl at a nearby restaurant, then commented that he needed to pack for the trip to 
Brooklyn, where UCLA said Muhammad will make his first public comments after the Bruins' game against 
Georgetown. 

That night, Muhammad and his sister went back to Long Beach. He likes it when Asia makes him chicken Alfredo, 
so she cooked that for him. 

But Muhammad didn't seem too concerned with eating. He was excited. 

And while Asia, his aunt and a cousin ate in the dining room, he was in the living room, with a basketball, 
dribbling, getting ready. 

#### 
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Shabazz Muhammad impresses in debut; UCLA doesn't in loss to Hoyas 

Heralded freshman Shabazz Muhammad, who missed Bruins' first three games under NCAA 
suspension, scores 15 points in first college game but Georgetown wins 78-70. 

By Baxter Holmes 

NEW YORK – His first shot, of the stop-and-pop variety, arced over the outstretched fingertips of defenders 
invading his personal space, and then splashed through the Brooklyn net. 

The scoreboard added a pair to UCLA's total, and freshman Shabazz Muhammad ran back to play defense, 
having finally tallied the first points of his college career. 

But his long-awaited debut Monday – delayed three games because the NCAA sat him out for violating its 
rules before it reinstated him Friday – didn't end in storybook fashion. 

The No. 11 Bruins lost to unranked Georgetown, 78-70, in a semifinal of the Legends Classic tournament at 
Barclays Center in Brooklyn. 

UCLA (3-1) will play Georgia (1-3), which lost its semifinal against No. 1 Indiana, at 4:30 p.m. PST Tuesday 
at Barclays. The game will be televised on ESPNU. 

"I wanted to get a shot at them," Muhammad said of Indiana, which UCLA would have faced had it won. "But 
we know we really aren't ready yet." 

As for the highly rated swingman, the 6-foot-6 Muhammad finished with 15 points, 11 in the second half, on 
five-for-10 shooting in 25 minutes. 

"I can get a lot better," he said. "I didn't think I played really well tonight." 

The heavily pro-Georgetown crowd of 10,071 at the new arena rained scattered boos on Muhammad when he 
checked into the game with 14 minutes 12 seconds to play in the first half. He made his first shot less than a 
minute later. 

But it was clear that Muhammad is not in game-shape . . . that jelling with his teammates on the court will be a 
process . . . that everyone settling into their roles will be a project . . . and that, given the Bruins' youth and 
inexperience, this will take time. 

UCLA Coach Ben Howland said Muhammad did a good job considering he hadn't played in a while. "He's got 
a lot of work to put in conditioning-wise to catch up." 

But near the end, after falling into a double-digit hole, UCLA found a slice of rhythm. Facing a zone defense, 
Howland put Kyle Anderson at the high post on offense, and the 6-9 freshman zipped the ball around to 
teammates, including Muhammad, for easy baskets. 

UCLA cut Georgetown's lead, but never to fewer than four. The Hoyas (3-0), who face Indiana on Tuesday, 
were led by Markel Starks' 23 points, and Otto Porter totaled 18 points, 11 rebounds, five assists, five blocks 
and three steals. 
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"And then there's a whole lot of other stuff he did that isn't on this piece of paper," Georgetown Coach John 
Thompson III said, looking at the box score. 

Still, Muhammad was encouraged by what he saw during that late stretch of success. 

"We're going to practice and really get this together and we're going to really be a good team," he said. 

Freshman guard Jordan Adams finished with 22 points — his fourth straight game of 20 or more to start his 
career — and Travis Wear scored 12. 

Anderson didn't score, but he did have seven rebounds and six assists. 

UCLA led by four early, but Georgetown switched to the zone. The Bruins crumbled, with empty, almost 
hopeless offensive possessions. It wasn't until Anderson moved to the high post late that they could muster 
points against that scheme. 

"They're still meshing," Thompson said of UCLA. "They're still coming together." 
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No need to give up on UCLA just yet 
 
By Jason King, ESPN.com 
 
HOUSTON – UCLA coach Ben Howland was stopped by a familiar face as he walked toward the team 
bus at Reliant Stadium on Saturday. 
 
His boss. 
 
Thankfully, athletic director Dan Guerrero was smiling. Beaming, actually. 
 
"That was huge," Guerrero, his cheeks rosy with excitement, said as he shook Howland's hand. "That was 
huge." 
 
A few years ago, a 65-63 victory over a struggling Texas team wouldn't be cause for much celebration in 
Westwood. But not much is going right for the Bruins these days. UCLA has missed the NCAA 
tournament two of the past three seasons and has not advanced to the second weekend since 2008. 
 
Fueled by buzz surrounding the country's No. 1-ranked recruiting class, the 2012-13 campaign started off 
with so much promise. But Howland's squad has already fallen out of the AP poll after being ranked as 
high as 11th. 
 
Howland is quick to point out that four of UCLA's top eight players are freshmen. 
 
"They're still learning," Howland said after Saturday's win. "It's all new to them. Everybody is just out to 
get these guys because they're highly touted. Give them some time." 
 
The Bruins aren't the only ones who deserve a little patience from fans. Howland does, too. 
 
For the past eight months, it has almost become cliché to rip Ben Howland. Former players chastised the 
coach in a Sports Illustrated article last spring, and their words were hailed as gospel. Howland fought 
back and signed a pair of top-five players in Shabazz Muhammad and Kyle Anderson, and some folks 
labeled him a cheater. 
 
The cherry on top came last month, when Cal Poly upset UCLA at home. Now Howland supposedly 
didn't know anything about X's and O's. 
 
Some of the criticism was justified. Some of it was insane. At this point, though, only one thing is fair.  
Leave Ben Howland alone. Let the man coach his team. 
 
If UCLA doesn't finish in the top four of the Pac-12 -- if it fails to make the NCAA tournament or have 
any success while there -- lash out all you want. But the right thing to do now is to give Howland the 
benefit of the doubt. 
 
He has earned it. 
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It was less than four years ago that Howland guided UCLA to its third straight Final Four. People seem to 
forget that, so let's say it again: Howland led UCLA to three consecutive Final Fours. Only two other 
active coaches (Mike Krzyzewski and Tom Izzo) have accomplished that feat, which is almost unheard 
of. 
 
Four years later, it's not as if the man has suddenly forgotten how to coach. And make no mistake, maybe 
more so than at any point in his career, that's what Howland is doing right now. Coaching. 
 
Star-studded as UCLA's roster may be, it's not easy to get freshmen to play at a high level during their 
first month of college basketball. The game is rougher, more complicated and faster. And if you play for a 
good coach such as Howland, you have to share the ball and play defense. Just because the Bruins' 
newcomers haven't done all of those things doesn't mean they won't eventually. 
 
Saturday brought some progress. Even though this is clearly the worst Texas team in Rick Barnes' 14-year 
tenure, UCLA can still take a lot from the win. The Bruins trailed 61-53 with 3:02 remaining before 
battling back and ending the game on a 12-2 run. 
 
Freshman Jordan Adams keyed the march with consecutive three-point plays to force a 61-61 tie. A free 
throw by Muhammad moments later and then a fast-break layup by Anderson following a Texas turnover 
gave UCLA the lead for good. 
 
"We gave the game away," said Barnes, whose squad also missed two point-blank, uncontested layups on 
breakaways. "They didn't beat us tonight. We gave this one away." 
 
That's one way of putting it. 
 
Or you could say Texas got punked in the end by a UCLA squad that played tougher when it mattered 
most. To be fair, the Longhorns are the second-youngest team in the country, so late-game lulls are bound 
to occur. But they've been happening with UCLA, too. 
 
Until Saturday, when three freshmen took charge in the final minute and won a game. A baby step, to be 
sure. But a step nonetheless. 
 
"They came out and competed," Howland said. "They showed me they wanted it." 
 
Adams finished with 18 points for UCLA. Muhammad (16) and Anderson (11) also scored in double 
figures. After the game, Anderson was asked how he and his high-profile classmates have handled the 
pressures that come along with being a Bruin. 
 
"It has been difficult," Anderson said, "but it's not something that should stop anyone from playing well. 
We're finding our niche and learning as we go along. 
 
"We're becoming a good team. We have a lot more room for improvement, but we're going to get better."  
 
It's not time to panic, UCLA. 
 
Not yet. 

#### 
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Larry Drew II enjoying homecoming 
 
By Rahshaun Haylock, FoxSportsWest.com  
 
LOS ANGELES – Ben Howland can’t stop talking about how comfortable his point guard is. 
 
Larry Drew II agrees. 
 
Drew, the fifth-year senior playing in his first season with the Bruins, is back home. He’s in a 
controlled environment, both on and off the court. 
 
Away from the floor, he has such liberties as spending time with his family, like being there for his 
great grandfather’s 100th birthday party in October. 
 
On the floor, he had the chance to go head-to-head with younger brother Landon when the Bruins 
hosted Cal State Northridge last month.  
 
His assist-to-turnover ratio speaks to the comfort zone he’s in on the floor. 
 
Being comfortable, is in fact, unfamiliar territory for Drew in his collegiate career. After Raymond 
Felton and Ty Lawson, Drew was supposed to be next in line in Tar Heel point guard lore under Hall 
of Fame coach Roy Williams. 
 
Felton and Lawson each led the Tar Heels to a national championship. Drew, who played behind 
Lawson as a freshman on the 2009 NCAA championship team, entered Chapel Hill with huge 
expectations and high on confidence. He left with a dose of humility. 
 
“I was just so used to being the man where I was,” he said. 
 
Two and a half uncomfortable seasons in Chapel Hill proved otherwise. 
 
Like a square peg in a round hole, the California kid just didn’t fit in in Chapel Hill. A traditional point 
guard in every since of the word, conforming to Williams’ Secondary Break Offense ended up being a 
lot tougher than he anticipated. 
 
Having to execute at break-neck pace – for a point guard who liked to see the floor and get his 
teammates involved in a more controlled environment than the Secondary Break would allow – just 
wasn’t working out. 
 
“I was a little sped up,” Drew said. “I was playing a style of play I wasn’t comfortable playing. 
 
“I never used to go 100 miles per hour when I’m out there on the court. The first thing coach Williams 
used to tell me to do when I got the ball is ‘Just go as fast as you can … just go like a rocket.’” 
 

– more – 



He grew up learning the nuances of the pick and roll from his father, Larry Drew Sr. The elder Drew 
played 10 seasons in the NBA, four of which were split between the Clippers and Lakers. He’s now the 
head coach of the Atlanta Hawks. Those lessons he learned from his father at a young age he also 
applied at Taft High School in Woodland Hills, Calif., which led to him becoming a McDonald’s All-
American in 2008. 
 
There weren’t many opportunities to do that at North Carolina. 
 
The game became increasingly frustrating. He left the team abruptly in February of 2011 without 
saying anything to anyone. His father informed Williams his son wouldn’t be returning to the team. 
 
It was an unceremonious departure for a once-prized recruit. He was bashed in the media and through 
social media by rabid North Carolina fans. 
 
Drew returned home to California, where, on the advice of his father, he took a break from the game. 
He needed to regain the love he once had for basketball. He needed to find the love he had as a youth 
when he watched "Pistol Pete" Maravich dribbling exercise videos and mimicked the moves on the 
hardwood floors in his Encino home.  
  
The game was never far away. He called friends to meet him for games of pickup basketball at Genesta 
Park near his home in Encino. 
 
There was no Dean Dome. There was no ACC craziness. The game was fun again. Being back home 
erased the problems that haunted him in Chapel Hill. 
 
“It’s crazy,” Drew explained. “All of my problems. All of my issues, they went away once I left (North 
Carolina). I was just so happy to just be able to just clear my head. I had so much that was on my mind 
at the time." 
 
UCLA was one of the many schools that recruited Drew coming out of Taft High School. He was 
approached by Howland again after receiving his release from North Carolina. Without talking to any 
other schools, he decided he wanted to be a Bruin. He actually had to pay his own way for his first two 
quarters of school in Westwood.    
 
Drew is a throwback of sorts; a pass-first point guard who would much rather get his teammates 
involved than look for his own.   
 
He entered this week fourth in the country in assists per game (8.2). Three times this season, he’s 
recorded double-digit assist totals, including a career-high 13 against Cal State Northridge. In those 
three games, he totaled just 17 points. 
 
“I look at an assist as two points,” he said. “Basically, it is. You’re helping somebody get an open shot. 
 
“When you have a bunch of people on the same team that all they want to do is score, the game’s not 
really fun. I would love to score but that’s not what I’m here for.” 
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Howland has raved about his decision making. His assist-to-turnover ratio has become the stuff of 
legend around Westwood. Howland says it’s the best he’s seen in his 10 years as UCLA’s head coach. 
 
“It means a lot to me,” said Drew. “Especially this year. I really just wanted to make it a point of 
emphasis to myself to take better care of the ball than I had done during my previous college years at 
North Carolina.” 
 
In his two and a half seasons in Chapel Hill, Drew was dubbed “Turnover Jesus” by North Carolina 
fans for his assist-to-turnover ratio of 2.00. That mark is better than Darren Collison’s 1.91 with the 
Bruins in 2008-09 and Russell Westbrook’s 1.74 in 2009-10. 
 
Drew is admittedly more comfortable in Howland’s offense. His 4.63 assist-to-turnover ratio is 10th in 
the country. 
 
Although he has just one season to play for UCLA, he’s relishes what he calls a second chance to play 
the game he loves, this time surrounded by those he loves most. 
 
When UCLA took on Cal State Northridge, there were close to 70 family members in attendance to see 
him and his younger brother battle at the new Pauley Pavilion. 
 
“(This) is my city,” he said. “This is where I was born and raised.” 
 
There’s comfort in that. 
 

 
#### 

 



Los Angeles Daily News – December 18, 2012 

 
Jordan Adams has become a forgotten man 
 
By Jack Wang, Los Angeles Daily News  
 
LOS ANGELES – Jordan Adams felt anonymous. 
 
The freshmen were the supposed saviors, a class tasked with regaining UCLA's place in the college 
basketball pantheon. Technically, there were four of them: Adams, swingman Shabazz Muhammad, 
point forward Kyle Anderson and big man Tony Parker. 
 
Someone forgot to tell all the students. 
 
“People would come up to them and say, ‘Hey, hey, what's up?’ ” Adams said. “Then they’d ask me, 
‘Oh, are you on the team too?’ ” 
 
Ouch. 
 
So Adams stepped into Pauley Pavilion and played the way he did through AAU and an undefeated 
season at Oak Hill Academy, the same rural Virginia program that once housed such basketball 
luminaries as Kevin Durant and Carmelo Anthony. 
 
As the Bruins fell far short of their hype – two losses through the first five games, including one to Cal 
Poly – Adams created his. 
 
He was the team's brightest presence and earned his place as one of the country's surprise freshmen. 
 
He let the ball fly from beyond the arc, where it seemed magnetically drawn to the inside of the rim. 
He shimmied inside the lane to earn trips to the free-throw line, where he converted with mechanical 
regularity. 
 
In his first eight games, Adams set one school record (first freshman to open his career with four 20-
point efforts) and flirted with another (33 consecutive converted free throws, shy of Darren Collison's 
43). 
 
The team had been mired in mediocrity in the wake of transfers, upsets, injuries and NCAA 
investigation. Adams, who didn't even start until his eighth game, has been the lone overachiever and 
leading scorer until last weekend. 
 
He said he didn't mind the lack of attention, even if he did notice it. 
 
"I felt like there was no pressure on me," he said. "No one expected me to do anything. I just went out 
there to play my game. I was out there having fun." 
 
No one in the program seems surprised with his emergence. 
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"I knew Jordan would score," said Muhammad, who arrived in Westwood as the nation's No. 1 recruit. 
"I used to play him in AAU; we'd go at it and both of us would have 30 points. He's just so smart to 
have that body and shoot the ball. He moves off the ball really well and he really helps us out." 
 
Added UCLA head coach Ben Howland: "Jordan's done a tremendous job for us. Based on what I saw 
this summer, I'm not surprised at what he's accomplished. 
 
"I thought he'd be really good." 
 
His father, John Adams, remembers the performance that - in his mind - captured his son's college 
potential. The UCLA freshman was just 13 at the time and playing in an AAU championship game at a 
recreation center in Macon, Ga. With a little less than 100 people packed into the building, Adams lit 
up the gym for 50 points. 
 
He hasn't cleared that mark since. 
 
"He's always had a knack for scoring in so many different ways," the elder Adams said. "Even when he 
was younger, he always knew how to score. 
 
"When people say he's underrated or under the radar, well, we've played in many games when he's 
outshined (others)." 
 
Problem is, there's nothing particularly flashy about Adams' game. Muhammad likens him to former 
Kentucky guard Doron Lamb. Senior point guard Larry Drew II opted for Boston Celtics star Paul 
Pierce. Both players have succeeded in part through crafty, heady play. 
 
Adams' shot isn't textbook pretty like that of the Miami Heat's Ray Allen, and he isn't blessed with 
exceptional speed or quickness. Even when he pours in 20-plus points, his solid frame rarely contorts 
itself into highlight-reel stuff. 
 
"No one wants to see the slow, so-called unathletic kid that's overweight," his father said. "That's 
material no one wants to write about." 
 
And so the kid who became the Bruins' most reliable shooter went unnoticed. Of UCLA's four recruits, 
he was the only one not named a McDonald's All-American. 
 
He still received plenty of offers, if not headlines, and juggled letters from schools such as Kansas, 
Georgetown, Memphis and Miami. Last June his AAU coach, Korey McCray, joined Howland's staff 
as an assistant. Adams committed to UCLA before the month was out, the first member of what 
became arguably the nation's top recruiting class. 
 
"He always told me that he always wanted his game to do the talking," Drew said. "Everyone can see 
for themselves what he can do. He's proven himself right now.” 
 

#### 
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Shabazz Muhammad helps lift UCLA past No. 7 Missouri 
The freshman makes a go-ahead three-pointer with 1:01 left in overtime of a 97-94 victory, the Bruins' fifth in a row. 

By Diane Pucin  

LOS ANGELES – UCLA isn't going to win many games with just strong defense, no matter what Coach Ben Howland 
would prefer. 

But they'll win some with the type of offense displayed Friday night. 

The Bruins upset seventh-ranked Missouri, 97-94, in overtime and overcame a head-turning, stomach-scrambling 
performance by Tigers point guard Phil Pressey, who had 19 points and 19 assists. 

With 12 seconds left in the game, Travis Wear hit a 10-foot jump shot to give the Bruins (10-3) their final advantage. 

Freshman Shabazz Muhammad led the Bruins with 27 points, and his three-pointer with 1:01 left in the game put his 
team ahead for good, 95-93. Travis Wear had a career-high 22 points along with a team-high nine rebounds and his 
brother David Wear added 16 points and six rebounds. 

This was a game full of momentum swings. UCLA had a 15-0 run in the first half yet the Bruins were only tied with 
Missouri, 47-47, at halftime. 

And when Keion Bell nailed a three-pointer with 5:47 left in regulation to give the Tigers (10-2) an 83-77 lead, it seemed 
the Bruins would fall short. 

But the Bruins tied the score at 86 with 1:45 left on a David Wear rebound and putback and again at 88 when freshman 
Jordan Adams worked for a layup with 11 seconds left in regulation. 

“This is one of the biggest wins we could possibly get,” said Muhammad. “They are a top-10 team.” 

Howland said the win rewarded a team of young players who stayed on campus and practiced on Christmas night. “This 
was an important win for us. I'm happy our guys kept fighting,” Howland said. 

The Bruins had a 15-0 run in the first half to take a 23-11 lead but still wound up tied at halftime. It was 47-47 after 
Missouri's Alex Oriakhi had a buzzer-beating layup. 

Missouri got back into the game early with the help of 11 straight points from Bell. Bell is from Los Angeles and is a 
transfer from Pepperdine. When he played for the Waves, Bell had 24- and 22-point games against the Bruins. He 
finished with 17 Friday. 

“This Missouri team is fantastic,” said Howland, who doesn't often go for the overstatement. Howland also said the 
collective performance of the Wear twins was, “their best collective performance,” as Bruins. 

Howland said that despite Pressey's impressive-looking final stat line, his team defended the point guard well. 

“He took 22 shots,” Howland said. “That's what we wanted.” 

Pressey made only eight of those shots. 

The Bruins started slowly, missing 12 of their first 15 shots, but Missouri's 20-for-40 shooting after 20 minutes had 
Howland's defensive mind doing somersaults. 

“We've got to get better defensively,” Howland said. 

Missouri Coach Frank Haith lamented the lost leads in regulation. “We didn't execute very well,” he said. “We made some 
really gambling plays and that really cost us.” 

#### 
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UCLA record improves with chemistry 
By Peter Yoon – ESPNLosAngeles.com 
 
LOS ANGELES – UCLA basketball players like to use the "us-against-the-world" mentality when they are on the 
road. Luckily for them, there is an "us" now.  
 
Early this season, they weren't too sure. With a young lineup with three freshmen starters and a transfer point guard 
playing his first season at UCLA, the Bruins weren't had doubts. On-court chemistry issues arose and the Bruins 
struggled in losing three of their first five games after Shabazz Muhammad was cleared by the NCAA.  
 
An eight-game win streak has followed and the Bruins (13-3, 3-0 Pac-12) say one of the biggest factors in the 
turnaround has simply been learning how to play with one another.  
 
"Nobody knew how I played," Muhammad said. "We were just playing pickup. Now we can actually play and 
practice and guys are doing skill development and coach is always explaining what guys are good at and what guys 
aren't good at and I think it's really helping us."  
 
The players have been close off the court, but on the court they still had some bonding to do. Muhammad, Kyle 
Anderson and Jordan Adams all were stars on their high school teams. Larry Drew II was trying to establish 
himself as the offensive catalyst. Travis Wear was UCLA's leading returning scorer from last season.  
 
They needed to figure out and establish their roles while melding their on-court personalities into one.  
It took a while, but Anderson said they have reached that point.  
 
"There's no hostility within teammates," Anderson said. "We're able to -- I wouldn't say argue or yell, but we're able 
to communicate more intensely and just drop it the next play. Nothing ever carries on to the next play. We're all for 
each other and we're all going to support each other 100 percent. I think the camaraderie has gotten a lot better and 
we're all coming together now."  
 
UCLA's loss to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo served as the wake-up call, Wear said. After that game, the team realized 
that it wasn't playing as a unit, especially on the defensive end, and the loss was a revelation that talent, alone, 
wasn't going to get the team through the season.  
 
"It definitely re-focused us," Wear said. "It made us realize that we could be beat on any night and that we have to 
bring it. Not only bring our individual best games, but we have to come in and play as a team every night. I think a 
couple of games early on we were beating teams just because we were better than them, but I think now we're really 
playing together."  
 
Coach Ben Howland said that type of camaraderie comes in handy when playing on the road. UCLA is on its first 
true road swing of the season. The Bruins pulled out a tough, 57-53, victory at Utah on Thursday and will play at 
Colorado on Saturday.  
 
"It helps everywhere," Howland said. "But when you're on the road and it's us against the world, I think it's 
especially keen. I think there is nothing more fun as a team than winning on the road, when you are in that kind of 
tough environment and come out with a win."  
 
With the team chemistry and unity finally in shape and the Bruins playing a team-first, unselfish brand of 
basketball, there could be a lot more of those fun moments the rest of this season.  
 
"We're going to beat better teams playing that way," Wear said. "If we play like this, we're going to be tough to 
beat, I feel." 
 

#### 
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UCLA Bruins hit midseason stride with latest win over Colorado 
 
By Andy Glockner 
 
BOULDER, Colo. –  Travis Wear’s postgame press conference after UCLA’s affirming 78-75 win over 
Colorado on Saturday felt like an extension of his in-game performance. 

Wear had just finished sticking dagger after dagger into the Buffaloes down the stretch, his silky jump shot 
belying his listed 6-foot-10 height and befuddling the Buffs’ bigs. Now seated casually in a chair in a spare 
locker room deep in the bowels of the Coors Event Center, Wear looked nowhere close to that size, and his 
deflecting, mostly generic answers gave little hint to the damage he had just inflicted on the court. 

Just feet away, standout Bruins freshmen Jordan Adams and Kyle Anderson were left to fill in the blanks 
about Wear’s performance and his emerging go-to scorer role. They dropped repeated plaudits about the man 
who has reinvigorated the Bruins’ frontcourt, noting that Wear is the best-conditioned player on the squad 
and that he’s one of the team’s “great scorers.” A few minutes earlier, head coach Ben Howland said, simply, 
“Travis Wear was great. I can’t say enough about how good Travis was today.” Colorado star guard Spencer 
Dinwiddie, a likely NBA prospect, said Wear “was the best player on the floor” and “a force.” 

Yes, this is the same Travis Wear who was mostly stapled to the bench in Chapel Hill (along with twin 
brother, David, also now on this UCLA team) in 2009-10 as North Carolina went to the NIT riding Tyler 
Zeller, Ed Davis and Deon Thompson in the frontcourt. In related news, this season’s Tar Heels are dying for 
competent frontcourt scoring. 

None of this makes total sense, but that seems par for the course around Westwood these days, where after 
several seasons of frustration and upheaval, the Bruins appear to have found unexpected chemistry and a 
winning formula. A road sweep in Utah and Colorado last week pushed them to 4-0 in the Pac-12 and they 
have the look of a serious contender in a league that continues to be in flux. 

“We’re where we want to be in the new season which started last Thursday, and we just want to keep 
building and keep improving,” Howland said after the latest win. “This team has a lot of room to still 
continue to grow and I’m just really happy for our players because they’re working really hard.” 

A month ago, none of this seemed remotely possible. After losing athletic rim-protector Anthony Stover in 
the offseason, the Bruins were being weighed down (in every sense) by indifferent big man Josh Smith, 
whose chronic lack of conditioning made his presence in the middle of the Bruins’ lineup very questionable. 
Once Smith elected to leave the program (along with guard Tyler Lamb), the Bruins had no choice but to 
embrace a smallball style that suited their remaining personnel.  

The offensively opportunistic, defensively challenged style was completely anathema to the approach 
Howland perfected in leading UCLA to three straight Final Fours from 2006-08, and he even tinkered for a 
bit with a zone defense to mask the holes caused by inexperience and an overall lack of athleticism. A home 
loss to unfancied Cal Poly, in Smith’s final game, was the nadir, but things have rapidly clicked since then. 

In about a month, in the middle of a season, UCLA has cobbled a cohesive team out of four freshmen, a 
sophomore and three Chapel Hill transfers, one of whom actually quit midseason on the Tar Heels. From a 
group of big names and reclamation projects seemingly has emerged equality and trust. There is shot 
distribution balance, with freshmen Shabazz Muhammad and Jordan Adams carrying the primary scoring 
load, and Wear providing an excellent supplemental option. 
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Fellow frosh Kyle Anderson has evolved into the consummate glue guy, averaging almost nine rebounds a 
game along with 3.6 assists per contest. David Wear is pitching in on the glass and Larry Drew II, the 
aforementioned quitter, has evolved into a lethal pass-first point guard with a nearly 5-1 assist-to-turnover 
ratio that’s more than double his best season’s performance in Chapel Hill. 

Perhaps more important, the defensive sieve the Bruins appeared to be several weeks ago is tightening up. 
After having been lit up repeatedly in nonconference play, UCLA held its first three Pac-12 opponents well 
under one point per possession, and had Colorado in the same bind for most of Saturday’s game before some 
late-game possession tradeoffs made the Buffs numbers look better. 

The flawed pick-and-roll defense that was mercilessly shredded by Missouri’s Phil Pressey was vastly better 
against Colorado, with the bigs hedging and recovering or switching effectively. Hard double-teams in the 
post helped mask the Bruins’ lack of interior presence and were very effective for much of the game. 

In a league filled with mediocrity, the Bruins are far from perfect but look to be better than almost anyone 
else. Their improvements since December are real, and right now, the results are spectacular. 

“In the beginning of the year, we were kind of immature, taking crazy shots. Egos. But we’re passed that,” 
Adams said. “When we lost to Cal Poly and San Diego State, we didn’t like the losing feel, so everyone 
matured.” 

After several years of mediocre recruiting, this freshman class heralded UCLA’s return to the national scene, 
but much like with Kentucky last season, all the talent in the world still needs a splash of experience to make 
it come together. Much like Doron Lamb and Darius Miller weren’t the Wildcats’ best players but had a 
profound impact and delivered in numerous big spots, Drew and the Wears are playing a similar role for this 
Bruins team.  

“Those three guys in particular,” Howland said, “they’ve been in tough places before, last year and years 
before, so it’s all good.” 

Maybe it was merely a coincidence, but after Howland finished his postgame comments, he exited and the 
Bruins players walked in. There were two of the highly touted freshmen who are playing key roles in the 
UCLA’s resurgence, and Travis Wear. Wear led the way into the room, and the others followed. It’s a sign of 
the unexpected, happier times in Westwood, where right now, things definitely are all good. 
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Smiling or scowling, UCLA Coach Ben Howland is a man of many faces 
 
Howland has had success, but his prickly personality and Bruins' playing style draw criticism, and several 
players have left his program. He's a hard guy to figure out. 
 
By David Wharton, Los Angeles Times 

The UCLA basketball team is on a roll, showing hints of becoming special, so these days you get happy 
Ben Howland, the one who smiles and talks easily, even clapping his hands occasionally. 

"It's good to be winning," he says. 

The Bruins coach is a man of many faces. When his weekly meeting with reporters ends, time to get back 
to business, he could instantly become the grinder, the one who feels every second slipping past, every 
moment an opportunity to practice or watch film or jump on a plane to recruit. 

That man doesn't smile as much; he might walk right past with only a nod. And if the Bruins start losing, he 
might turn surly, flashing his famous temper as he lashes out at players and subordinates.  

Howland means different things to different people, a polarizing figure for much of his decade-long tenure 
at UCLA. Even as the Bruins reached three straight Final Fours, fans wondered if he was the right fit, and 
the scrutiny has intensified with his team slipping into mediocrity the last few years. 

Last season marked a low point. The Bruins foundered as forward Reeves Nelson was dismissed for 
disciplinary reasons and unnamed sources in a Sports Illustrated article described a program beset by 
partying and fistfights in practice, suggesting the coach had lost control. 

Now, when you ask Howland about the pressure to win — to save his job — you get a narrow grin. 

"I mean, you could stress about it all the time, but I'm not going to let that happen," he says. "I've been 
doing this long enough now." 

Howland is not easy to figure out. 

—— 

It is no secret that players have clashed with the coach over the years. They have grumbled about the 
constraints of his offensive schemes. They have gone so far as call him verbally abusive. 

But it seems that critics speak out only if allowed to do so anonymously. When asked to put their name to a 
quote, players and former assistants tend to offer praise. 

That includes Kevin Love, who bristled at times during his one-and-done season in Westwood but now 
credits the experience with preparing him for the NBA. 

"At the end of the day, I learned things from Coach Howland that I'll remember for the rest of my life," 
Love has said. 
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Friends describe the 55-year-old Howland as a man who leads almost a double life, intensely focused on 
basketball around his team and equally devoted to family — wife Kim, grown children Meredith and Adam 
— at home. They portray him as an introvert. 

"When basketball is done, we go fly-fishing and he doesn't want to talk about it," said Dave Johnson, who 
played beside Howland at Weber State. "He does like his privacy." 

This predilection runs counter to a very public job. 

When Howland talks to the media or glad-hands at alumni events, "he probably expends a lot of energy, 
because I don't think it comes naturally," said Ross Land, who played for him at Northern Arizona in the 
late 1990s and remains in frequent contact. 

"He has to work at it," Land said. "He knows he has to do it because he's at UCLA." 

Ask players about his demeanor around the team and they give a two-part answer. Howland often asks 
about family and wants to help with difficulties that might arise off-court, they say. 

This quality might have worked against him in recent seasons. Many believe Howland went too easy on a 
pair of troubled athletes — Nelson and Drew Gordon — who became distractions. 

"On the outside he might seem like he's tough, but once you get to know him he's real kind-hearted and 
caring," said Tyler Honeycutt, a former Bruin who now plays for the NBA's Sacramento Kings. "If you 
have a problem, he'll call you into a meeting to talk about it." 

That doesn't mean he's the type to buddy up and shoot the breeze. Current center Tony Parker said: "He 
wants the respect level of an elder, not a peer." 

Parker and others say they are more likely to joke around with younger staff members such as Korey 
McCray or Tyus Edney. 

Tyler Lamb, who recently left UCLA, explained: "That's why you have assistant coaches who relate well to 
the players. I feel like this system is designed to work that way." 

—— 

Anyone who has been around the Bruins for any length of time is familiar with the scenario: The coach 
walks into an arena or a conference room and immediately complains about feeling too hot or too cold. 

A frown crosses Howland's face as he says, "This stuff about the room temperature — I've never once told 
anybody the temperature had to be this or that." 

Players smile and shake their heads, recalling how often Howland reminds them to put on their sweatshirts 
before they step outside Pauley Pavilion after practice. 

"I'd just say he knows what he wants," Lamb said. "When he wants something done, he wants it done 
right." 
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This attention to detail has its positive side — opposing coaches praise the Bruins' ability to prepare for 
games and run set plays in the half-court offense. It also touches upon the pricklier aspects of Howland's 
demeanor. 

In August, UCLA was finishing a weeklong visit to China, winning its final exhibition game against a 
professional team called the Shanghai Sharks, when an arena worker moved Howland's water bottle from 
its prescribed spot at the end of the scorer's table. 

The coach scowled and barked, sending a team manager scrambling to remedy the situation. A few minutes 
later, an assistant lost track of a player's personal fouls and Howland blew up. 

"How many is it?" he hollered. "How many?" 

From 2007 through 2010, Joe Hillock spent long days trying to keep the team running smoothly as director 
of basketball operations. He did not find anything unusual about his former boss. 

"Don't you think most of the good coaches in college basketball are demanding of the people who work for 
them?" said Hillock, who now coaches high school ball in Utah. "That's how they got where they are." 

Donny Daniels, an assistant who left for Gonzaga three years ago, described Howland this way: "He's 
probably tough on assistants and he's probably tough on administrators, but whenever Ben got mad at me 
during games there was always a reason. 

"As an assistant coach on any team," he said, "your job is to figure out why the head coach is upset and 
solve the problem." 

Another former assistant suspects that Howland's work ethic makes him impatient. 

"Grinders tend to be gruff," said Scott Duncan, now at Wyoming. "Also, he works 16 or 17 hours a day 
during the season, so he's not getting a lot of sleep." 

Critics continue to assert — anonymously — that Howland is abusive. They wonder if his behavior has 
contributed to a string of players — including Gordon, Chace Stanback and Mike Moser — transferring 
away. 

This season alone, the Bruins have lost Lamb and center Joshua Smith. But, in fairness, Lamb wanted more 
playing time and Smith was a continual source of disappointment, playing overweight and out of shape. 

Howland's supporters point out that, despite all the turmoil from last season, he wooed four of the nation's 
top recruits — Parker, Shabazz Muhammad, Kyle Anderson and Jordan Adams — to Westwood this fall. 

"I would say he's very straightforward and I like that," Adams said. "He doesn't sugarcoat anything." 

The coach's outbursts have become less common in recent months, people around the program say. They 
talk of a kinder, gentler man. 

From a cynical point of view, it would be easy to suggest that he has been forced to change by outside 
forces, namely negative publicity and job insecurity. 

Regardless, one athletic department employee said, "I think he's really trying." 
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—— 

It was the spring of 2003 when Howland arrived in Westwood to a somewhat mixed review. 

Fans welcomed his sense of discipline. They liked the look of his scrappy, overachieving teams at 
Pittsburgh. 

But there were also whispers that then-Adidas rep Sonny Vaccaro had lobbied UCLA administrators to 
make the hire. And there were questions about Howland's preference for defense in a place where the 
basketball sensibilities lean more toward "Showtime" and "Lob City." 

When Howland's teams fell short in the 2006, '07 and '08 Final Fours, losing to opponents who were more 
athletic and aggressive on offense, the grumbles became louder. Critics doubted that, in this era of high 
scoring and one-and-done superstars, he could lift the Bruins back to the top. 

Growing up in Goleta, Howland used to sprint across the freeway to reach the local gym, then challenge the 
older kids to games. "A bulldog," said Hillock, a lifelong friend. Later, at Weber State, Johnson recalls that 
Howland was "a fireball, an intense kind of guy." 

A predilection for hedging, trailing the shooter and boxing out formed his coaching persona. Even at 
Northern Arizona, where the Lumberjacks ranked among the best three-point shooting teams in the nation, 
Land recalls the coach stressing defense. 

"And I think he's always stayed the same," the former guard said. "Same philosophy." 

UCLA followers have nothing against shutting down opponents. But with a .689 winning percentage 
through nine-plus seasons, Howland ranks below other post-John Wooden coaches such as Gene Bartow, 
Gary Cunningham and Jim Harrick. 

Some fans still swear by the coach, who has now lasted longer than any of Wooden's successors. Others 
have tired of what they perceive as a constrictive half-court offense, an image reinforced by Howland 
prowling the sideline, seeming to direct every moment. 

Players on this season's team were caught off-guard when, during summer practices, he emphasized 
pushing the ball upcourt and did not seem terribly concerned about turnovers. 

"I was waiting for Coach to stop us and tell us what we did wrong," forward Travis Wear said. "He just 
kept us going." 

Howland is still pacing, still yelling, but the message has changed. When the Bruins grab a defensive 
rebound, he waves at his guards and hollers: "Push, push." 

There are good reasons to play up-tempo, starting with the blue-chip freshmen. Howland also realizes that, 
with a refurbished Pauley Pavilion and a new Pac-12 broadcast deal, his team needs to shine in the 
spotlight. 

"I think it will be a real positive recruiting-wise," he said of playing a faster brand of basketball. "I'm not 
sure it translates to the NBA, but [young players] all want to play that way." 

 

– more – 



When UCLA struggled early, eking past UC Irvine and losing to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, players feared 
their coach might think twice. 

"Luckily, our defense has improved," Wear said. "I think we're going to be off to the races now." 

The Bruins find themselves ranked atop the Pac-12 in scoring offense, averaging 78.5 points. They have 
found ways to win close games against the likes of Stanford and Colorado. 

Even with his team surrendering 68.1 points a game — next to last in the Pac-12 — Howland talks 
excitedly about running the transition and scoring after made baskets. He seems confident of this new 
direction. 

With a smile and a clap, he said: "I'm evolving." 

But with the strongest portion of the conference schedule to come, he has been devoting more and more 
practice time to defense. 

So who, exactly, is Ben Howland? 

A defensive grinder or an offensive convert? A tough guy or a coach who seems lighter and happier, 
emerging from a difficult stretch?  

None of these questions interest him much. 

"I'm just worried about winning our next game," he said. "It's all about your next game." 

 

#### 

 



January 17, 2013 – FoxSports.com 

In Westwood, winning is the cure to everything  
 
By Reid Forgrave – FoxSports.com 

 
LOS ANGELES – Funny how quickly things can change. 
 
Last month, the world seemed to be closing in on UCLA basketball coach Ben Howland. To 
simplify things, media and fans wanted his head on a platter. 
 
The Bruins, with the second-best recruiting class in the nation, including two of the top three 
recruits in Shabazz Muhammad and Kyle Anderson, had just lost their third non-conference game. 
They finally were playing at full strength — Muhammad missed UCLA’s first three games after the 
NCAA declared him ineligible for receiving improper benefits during recruiting visits — yet still, one 
of the nation’s most talented teams blew an 18-point lead and lost to lowly Cal Poly. 
 
Two players quit the team in a week. Coming on the heels of last season’s Sports Illustrated story 
that painted UCLA as a program that had gone off the rails and adding to Howland’s reputation as 
a man with rather sharp edges, it seemed like the coach’s decade at UCLA — which included three 
Final Fours in a row — was grinding to a halt. 
 
Not a peep of that sort is being heard around Westwood these days. All Howland had to do is win. 
 
“We hear it all. It’s hard to deal with, but you can’t think of it,” said high-scoring guard Jordan 
Adams, another of UCLA’s highly rated recruiting class. “The last couple years (UCLA) hasn’t been 
all that great. Us coming in this year and trying to change all that, of course we’re going to hear it. 
Tweets. Media. Everything.” 
 
All that calms down a bit when you win, though. Doesn’t it? 
 
“And as soon as we lose, it’s back to the same thing again,” Adams said. “We try to stay away from 
that kind of stuff. It can bring you down.” 
 
Just as winning can bring you up. Since the Bruins’ Dec. 1 loss to San Diego State dropped 
Howland’s team to a disappointing 5-3, the Bruins haven’t lost a game. UCLA has 10 wins in a row 
heading into Saturday’s contest against 21st-ranked Oregon. After missing the NCAA tournament 
last season and veering toward a perceived train wreck this season, Howland’s young men are 
back on track. Apparently, all they needed was a little bit of tough love from their grouchy father 
figure. 
 
“I can’t control that,” Howland said of the outside rumblings to have him canned. “I just work to do 
what I can control, which is my effort, my staff and how hard we work at our job and help our kids 
improve and get better. We have a very young team. We had a shaky start. Really, we had one 
bad loss. The other two losses we had were to top-25 teams. Sometimes you’re dealing with 
people who are coming after you, trying to stir things up, and I can’t control that.” 
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Coaching often is described as a form of teaching. But a more apt analogy might be something 
closer to parenting. A college basketball coach’s job is to nurture his players. Sometimes nurturing 
means building up a player’s confidence. Sometimes nurturing means lighting a fire under the rear 
end of a huge talent. A coach must make the lesser talents play better than they ever thought they 
could, and the greatest talents learn to play as a team instead of as five separate units. 
 
What Howland has done so far with this extraordinarily talented group of UCLA players has been 
something uniquely suited to his rather prickly personality. He used that old parental trick of tough 
love. With tough love, he got these young men to buy in. Perhaps it’s no coincidence that six of the 
stars on this UCLA team — Muhammad, Adams, Anderson, Larry Drew II and Travis and David 
Wear — were coached by their fathers in high school. 
 
You can’t deny the results. Not just the three Final Fours in a row, not just Howland’s role in 
developing NBA stars like Russell Westbrook and Kevin Love, but more crucially this season’s 
team. After a rough beginning, in the past month UCLA has played a looser brand of basketball; 
several of the players even brag about attending yoga classes. Muhammad started slowly but 
dropped 27 points on then-seventh-ranked Missouri in late December and is now averaging more 
than 18 points. Fellow freshman Adams is shooting the lights out, netting more than 16 points a 
game. Senior point guard Drew ranks second nationally in assists and, more importantly, first in 
assist-to-turnover ratio, with an astounding rate of nearly five assists to each turnover. 
 
“It’s just about jelling more as a team,” Muhammad said. “If you look at it back with Cal Poly and 
Georgetown, everybody wasn’t on the same page. We were just playing pickup. Now we just know 
each other’s games and know what we’re going to do on offense and defense. Our team chemistry 
is getting to where we want it to be.” 
 
Where this team wants to be is back in the Final Four. As for Muhammad? Howland has had to 
kick him out of the gym recently. Muhammad, who has lost some 10 pounds in a recent 
conditioning drive, has been working too hard, shooting late at night, lifting weights after 2½-hour 
practices. It’s that sort of drive, Howland said, that turns a great raw talent into a great player. And 
that’s what Muhammad says he wants to be. He doesn’t just want to be the best freshman in 
college basketball this year. He says he wants to be the best player. 
 
And he wants UCLA, the team we all wrote off last month, to be the best in college basketball 
come March. 

 

#### 



Orange County Register – January 18, 2013 
 

Travis Wear is no mere sidekick at UCLA 
 
By Mark Whicker, Orange County Register 
 
LOS ANGELES – Back in December, this keyboard punched out the observation that the Wear twins had 
become "support players" at UCLA. 
 
Since then, Travis Wear has been far more like Gladys Knight than a Pip. 

The Bruins had a four-game winning streak at the time. On Thursday night they won their 10th consecutive, 
74-64 over Oregon State, and are 15-3. 

Beginning with the breakthrough victory over Missouri on Dec. 28, Travis Wear has scored 22, 15, 11, 12, 
23 and 17 points. He is shooting 61.1 percent during that metamorphosis. Here he had 17 points and seven 
rebounds and shot 6 for 9. 

Nothing auxiliary or secondary about that. 

Brother David also had 16 against Missouri, but Travis' spurt has been noticeable because he gave no 
warning. In his five previous games he hadn't reached double figures, and he was 2 for 7 against Texas and 
played only 23 minutes. 

"The team was playing pretty good going into Missouri, but, individually, I was pretty frustrated," Travis 
said. 

"It was Christmas break. I went back into the gym (at Mater Dei) and kept working on my game, because I 
didn't like what I was doing. I was playing timid, not playing with confidence, not doing a lot of things that I 
knew I could do." 

What both Wears can do is flash into the lane or toward the baseline, catch and score. 

Neither twin had much room to maneuver when Joshua Smith was trying to play center, although, thanks to 
largeness of body and shortness of breath, Smith couldn't appear for very long. 

When he transferred to Georgetown, some thought UCLA would become a defensive doughnut hole. Instead, 
the Bruins just cut out some carbs. 

What happens now is that centers, who have to guard somebody, wind up on Travis. 

"There's no 5-man who can go out there on the perimeter and guard him," Howland said. "But mainly he's 
just a very good player. Nobody on our team, in our family, is surprised by the way he's playing." 

"It seems like there are mismatches all over the place and it's huge," Wear said. "When 5s try to guard me on 
the perimeter it gives me a chance to use my quickness. When we have matchup advantages all over the 
court, we're going to get buckets." 

When Smith and Tyler Lamb left, on top of Anthony Stover's departure, it meant the end of experimentation. 
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The result was a team that was comfortable with its own unorthodoxy, but very uncomfortable for most 
defenses. 

Larry Drew II, whose assist-turnover ratio is now 146-31, is of course the point guard, but Kyle Anderson, 
the variety pack, has the same eyes. 

One of the very few memorable moments Thursday came when Drew led a fast break and handed off to 
Anderson, who bounce-passed to a running Shabazz Muhammad for the finisher. 

That made it 42-28 early in the second half, and Oregon State was on the way to an almost herculean 0-4 
Pac-12 start. 

On nights when Jordan Adams is involved, which wasn't the case Thursday, UCLA is a brain-teaser for man-
to-man defenses. And with Muhammad's range from the wing, that old trick of using zones against Howland 
might not work either. 

And the defensive crater that Smith was supposed to leave? No one has found it yet. 

The Bruins gave up 42.9 shooting last year to Pac-12 opponents. This year it's 39.4, through five games. 
Without Smith, UCLA can actually jump out on pick-and-rolls, and the freshmen have listened to Howland's 
pleas for defense. Not all of his freshmen have. 

"We're double-teaming the post a lot more, doing it the way we used to," Howland said, referring to Final 
Four teams that locked up the basketball inside the lane and usually refused to let it back out. 

"I'm just trying to deny the ball, make it hard for them to shoot over me," Wear said. "Doubling the post 
speeds the other team up. As a result, we've forced a lot of turnovers (68 in five league games)." 

The Bruins' identity will be challenged shortly. There's Oregon here Saturday and a trip to the Arizonas next 
week. 

But with each practice and each game, the Bruins seem to accumulate. 

"We're so young," said Wear, who with his brother, is a fourth-year junior. 

The twins aren't the most expressive fellows, but Travis was not bothering to restrain a smile. 

"We're still working it out. We're just learning how to play 100 percent for 40 minutes. We have so many 
guys who can do stuff. 

"We're already dangerous, but once we get everything down we're going to be a very, very tough team to 
beat. And it's exciting." 

If the slimmed-down Bruins keep playing up to their banners, it looks like tradition by subtraction. 

 

#### 



ESPNLosAngeles.com – January 23, 2013 

 
As usual, UCLA-Arizona is ‘must-win’ game 
By Peter Yoon – ESPNLosAngeles.com 
 
LOS ANGELES – It’s rivalry week for the UCLA and Arizona basketball teams.  
 
No offense to USC and Arizona State, but when it comes to the hardwood, these teams have only one Pac-12 
Conference rival: each other.  
 
They are far and away the two most accomplished teams in the Pac-12, and it's a special affair every time they 
meet. Thursday's matchup in Tucson will be no exception, as the two teams picked as preseason favorites for the 
conference title will lock horns in an ESPN2 game to keep from falling too far out of that race.  
 
The preseason national rankings had Arizona at No. 12 and UCLA at No. 13. The Bruins have since dropped 
from the rankings, but the game is still important now that the Bruins (15-4 overall, 5-1 Pac-12 ) and No. 6 
Wildcats (16-1, 4-1) each have losses to conference-leading Oregon (16-2, 5-0) and neither gets another shot at 
the Ducks.  
 
That means the loser of this game will fall two games behind Oregon, and, silly as it might seem to say this early 
in the conference race, two games might be too much to overcome in the race for the regular-season conference 
title because it’s difficult to find two losses on Oregon’s remaining schedule.  
 
“We’ve got to get this one,” forward Travis Wear said. “This is really must-win for us. After losing to Oregon we 
really need to bounce back. ... I think we’re all feeling that way with Oregon not having to play Arizona or us 
again.”  
 
It’s only fitting the game between these teams has some stakes. It often does, as they have finished 1-2 in the 
conference six times, most recently in 2010-11. These are by far the two most accomplished teams in the Pac-12 
with a combined 22 conference titles in the 33 years that both have been members of the same conference.  
 
They have nine Final Four appearances, five national title game appearances and two national championships 
between them during that span. Stanford, in 1998, is the only other conference team during that span to make a 
Final Four. Utah also made the Final Four in 1998 but was not in the Pac-12/10 at the time.  
 
“It’s a great rivalry,” UCLA coach Ben Howland said. “You had Lute Olson there so many years who did such a 
wonderful job, and he really built that program into a national power. UCLA has been a national power since the 
days of John Wooden. Obviously when you have two real good programs playing each other every year twice, 
there’s going to be a rivalry.”  
 
Other than during the 2010-11 season, however, there hasn’t been much on the line between the teams in recent 
years. For most of this century, one team or the other has had a down period, and sometimes both. The last time 
both teams finished in the final top 25 was 2001, but there is a chance that could happen again with Arizona 
entrenched at No. 6 and UCLA teetering just outside the rankings.  

 
"Obviously they've always been a great team, and this year especially they're really, really good,” forward David 
Wear said. "I think everyone is excited just because of the hype about these two teams before the season started. I 
think we were always looking forward to this conference game."  
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Travis Wear said the rivalry "rivals that of or maybe is even more intense than a UCLA-USC game." The 
Wildcats are asking fans to wear all white. And the McKale Center is already one of the most difficult places to 
play in the conference. Arizona is 9-0 at home this season and has outscored opponents by an average of 15.7 
points in those games. UCLA hasn’t won in Tucson since 2008.  
 
“This is by far going to be the most hostile environment we’ve been in all year,” Travis Wear said. “It’s going to 
be a sell-out game. The fans are going to be ruthless. ... It’s going to be a crazy game. It’s just going to be loud.”  
 
UCLA leading scorer Shabazz Muhammad acknowledged this week that the Bruins might have been looking past 
Oregon on Saturday, when the Ducks defeated UCLA 76-67 at Pauley Pavilion. That loss ended a 10-game win 
streak for UCLA.  
 
“We took that game for granted,” Muhammad said. “Oregon wanted it more. Oregon had the bigger ranking than 
we did, and we thought we were the biggest man on campus and we would just walk through them and we got 
lost.”  
 
There will be no looking past Arizona, however.  
 
“It’s a very good rivalry,” Muhammad said. “I can’t wait to get down there to Arizona. I know it’s a tough 
atmosphere. It’s going to test my ability to compete and see what happens. ... We’ve got to win this game no 
questions asked, especially since we lost against Oregon when we thought we were going to win. So we have to 
come in there and win this game.”  
 
Such is the mindset you have to have during rivalry week. 
 

#### 

 

 



ESPN.com – January 24, 2013 

 
UCLA's Win Measures Up To Expectations  
By Dana O'Neil, ESPN.com  
 
TUCSON, Ariz. – The wheels screeched out of town late on the evening of Nov. 25, the bandwagon leaving 
Los Angeles so quickly that those still undecided had to either hang on for dear life or fall to the wayside like 
road kill. 

That was the night that UCLA lost to Cal Poly, the most damning nail in their expensive, top-recruiting-class 
lined coffin. The Bruins were, it seemed, the basketball personification of their hometown -- pretty to look at 
but devoid of substance. 

Fast forward to this morning, two months to the day after that debacle and the sound you hear is a hundred 
muffled apologies (from this writer included).  

With two games still to play in January, the Bruins have lost just twice since Cal Poly and a team once 
merely handed the mantle of lofty expectations appears finally to be earning it. 

UCLA didn't so much beat Arizona, 84-73, as it did wear the Wildcats down, mop them up and spit them 
out. The Bruins beat Arizona on the boards, beat the Wildcats in transition, beat them in front of a raucous 
white-out wearing crowd and beat them without Travis Wear for the entire second half. 

That's equal parts talent and equal parts chutzpah. The Bruins always had the first. It's the blossoming of the 
second that matters.  

"I still think we're the team to beat," Larry Drew II said. "The games we lost, I think we should have won but 
people now are starting to realize what a tough team we are. And I don't think we've peaked yet. We're only 
going to get better." 

Naturally, Ben Howland wouldn't go there. He's a coach, and coaches like to discuss their team's status in 
basketball hierarchy about as much as they like to host news conferences.  

The Bruins' upside, Howland said, is to be determined: "That's simple. We have to try to win the next game." 
But even he had to acknowledge the significance of the win, both historical and current. 

Arizona's first home loss of the season also was the Bruins' first road win against a top-25 team since Kevin 
Love was on the roster (in 2007-08). That's a long time for average teams; an eternity for a blueblood. 

It's also a signature win for a team in desperate need of some NCAA tournament resume stuffing. Until 
Thursday night, the Bruins' biggest win was against Missouri. Now they've got the cap of Arizona and its No. 
2 RPI, No. 6 ranking, on the road for bonus points. 

But most critical, the win keeps UCLA in reach of Pac-12 leading Oregon as it drives across the desert to 
play Arizona State on Saturday. 

"That's huge," Howland said of the tight Pac-12 race.  

What's bigger? How the Bruins won this game.  

Way back in October, everyone knew that Shabazz Muhammad was a star, a lottery pick just biding his time 
in college until the age limit restriction ended. 
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He has done little to ruin that opinion since becoming eligible and against Arizona, probably earned a few 
more converts. He scored 23 but if scoring were graded on a degree of difficulty, he would have doubled that 
with his ability to sink off-balance floaters and power drives that have no business going into the hoop. 

Muhammad said after his team lost to Oregon a week ago that he thought it was up to him to pull his team 
out of the gutter, put the Bruins on his back, so to speak. 

Except he didn't really have to.  

Not entirely, anyway.  

Muhammad was the Bruins' leading scorer but the box score proved that he wasn't a one-man show. 

Drew dished out nine assists to just two turnovers, offering a steady handle to guide the Bruins' offense, a 
reliability even more critical when compared to his counterpart. To Drew's nine assists, Mark Lyons 
countered with zero for Arizona. To Drew's two turnovers, Lyons offered five. 

"The difference maker was Larry Drew," Arizona coach Sean Miller said. "He ran their team." 

Kyle Anderson pulled down 12 rebounds, stoking the Bruins' almost inexplicable 45-44 rebounding edge. 
Maybe one extra board doesn't seem like much, but consider Arizona came into the game at +9.4 in 
rebounding margin; UCLA +2.1. 

"That's all we did all week in practice," Jordan Adams said. "Boxing out." 

And with Travis Wear on the bench with concussion-like symptoms and Arizona yet again making like 
Lazarus to come back from the dead -- this time a 14-point, second-half hole -- there was little used Tony 
Parker converting a conventional 3-point play to stave off the Wildcats for the last time. 

"I felt like I was going to have to produce," Muhammad said. "But at the end of the day, we won this game as 
a team. Everyone played well." 

That's what most everybody thought this team was going to be a few months ago -- led by Muhammad, yes, 
but with solid guys all around him. 

Except it wasn't. 

UCLA was downright abysmal on defense -- and while it is still prone to some ole' possessions, the halfcourt 
defense is significantly better -- and disjointed everywhere else.  

The Bruins weren't merely written off by disgruntled fans and media members in November. 

They earned it. 

Now their narrative is being rewritten.  

They've earned that right, too. 

Maybe it's time the bandwagon even reloaded for another run. 

 

 

#### 
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UCLA's Tony Parker has big potential 
The 6-9, 275-pound freshman could provide the big inside presence the Bruins need, but he's still making the 
transition to college play. 

By Chris Foster 

These days there is no one on the UCLA basketball roster more talked about than Tony Parker. His uneven path to this 
point has been traced and dissected. 
 
He was the "Ringo" of the Bruins' Fab Four freshman class, the happy-go-lucky big fella from Georgia. At 6 feet 9, 275 
pounds, he was the muscle to complement Jordan Adams, Kyle Anderson and Shabazz Muhammad. 
 
He was also the homesick kid who seemed ready to return to Georgia, which he expressed in a pre-Christmas tweet. 
Now, he says everything is fine and that he is "cool with UCLA." 
 
He was the guy supplying teasers that Coach Ben Howland hopes are more than just previews of coming attractions. 
Against Oregon State, he blocked a shot at one end and converted a layup at the other. He finished with four points and 
two blocked shots in a four-minute first-half cameo. 
 
People are now asking if Parker is the missing piece for a team that desperately needs a physical inside presence. 
 
"Every team has one of those guys," Parker said. "The [Chicago] Bulls had Dennis Rodman. Oklahoma City has 
Kendrick Perkins. The Lakers have Ron Artest. You have to have those type of players on the floor." 
 
The Bruins don't at the moment; others do. 
 
UCLA (15-4 overall, 5-1 in Pac-12 play) wanders into Tucson tonight to face sixth-ranked Arizona, a team with young 
big men making large contributions. The Wildcats (16-1, 4-1) have 7-foot Kaleb Tarczewski, 6-10 Grant Jerrett and 6-8 
Brandon Ashley, all freshmen. 
 
UCLA has Parker but has mostly been using Travis Wear and David Wear at center. Both are 6-10, but they have been 
mostly working outside in. 
 
"Tony has tools that my brother and I don't," Travis Wear said. "He's got that big body. He's more of a post presence." 
 
Parker is the only big body left on the roster. Center Anthony Stover was dismissed for academic reasons last summer. 
Center Joshua Smith quit and took his healthy appetite to Georgetown in November. 
 
That left Parker. 
 
"There is so much for these guys to learn," Howland said. "I think sometimes it's even tougher on big young guys. 
Tony will tell you the physicality that is allowed at our level compared to high school is night and day." 

Actually, Parker doesn't say much. 
 
He was upbeat on arrival but now seemingly finds conversation a chore. 
 
Parker is guarded, then pleasant. There is a wall, then there is a smile. He gives one-word answers to questions about 
his future, then waxes poetic about playing on the college level. 
 
The apprehension can be traced to his Twitter post in December in which he said, "A lot of [people] told me this wasn't 
for me. I wish I would've listened." 
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But asked if he was going to reevaluate his situation after the season, Parker said "No." 
 
Howland speaks highly of Parker, touching on his attitude (great), his parents (great) and the belief that there are no 
off-court issues. 
 
As for Parker the player, Howland said: "He is really growing. I am really excited about his progress and where he's 
headed." 
 
The Bruins need Parker to get there soon, something that was clear in a 76-67 loss to Oregon on Saturday. 
 
The Ducks' Arsalan Kazemi turned offensive rebounds into points, including a basket to give the Ducks a 64-61 lead. 
Tony Woods had consecutive dunks on post moves to push Oregon's lead to 70-61. 
 
Parker played three minutes, finishing with two rebounds and one blocked shot. 
 
"I hope to get him a few more minutes if he keeps going the way he is," Howland said. "He gave us good minutes off 
the bench against Oregon in the first half. He probably should have played more minutes in the second half." 
 
This has been a familiar refrain from Howland in recent weeks. But Parker has not played more than six minutes in a 
game since playing eight against Fresno State on Dec. 22. He is averaging 2.6 points and 1.3 rebounds. 
 
Though Parker shows flashes — he swatted a shot by Oregon's Ben Carter on Saturday — he more often appears 
uncomfortable. 
 
Injuries have played a part in slowing Parker's journey. It was a hamstring in July and a sprained foot in August. He has 
dealt with recurring back spasms since November. 
 
Parker says he is now fit and ready. But for what, he won't say. 
 
Asked if he sees a role he can fill, he said, "It's not really what I think. It's all on the coaches. That would be a great 
question for Coach Howland." 
 
Howland does see a role, eventually. 
 
"Tony is just learning how to be physical," Howland said. "That wasn't part of his game when he got here. There so 
many little things he is doing for the first time, like setting hard screens." 

This would be considered a normal learning curve for a freshman. But Parker is part of a freshman class that put 
expectations on the top shelf. 
 
Adams, Anderson and Muhammad all start. Parker sits. 
 
"He is not used to that," Muhammad said. "In high school he played the entire game. He'll figure it out." 
 
Muhammad sees it in practice, saying "You try to box him out, he's going to break your legs." 
 
Parker said the other freshmen "tell me to keep my head up," but he retreats when asked about the difficulty of 
watching his peers while he waits. 
 
"Sitting out is always terrible," Parker said. "I just do what I can." 
 
And what can he do? 
 
"Protect the basket and get rebounds," Parker said. 

#### 



The Sporting News – January 25, 2013 

Bruins’ turnaround comes from toughening (and growing) up 
By Mike DeCourcy, The Sporting News 
 
TUCSON, Ariz. – As Shabazz Muhammad said the words, it sounded like just another YouTube cover 
of “Call Me Maybe.” Oh, yes, we have heard this before. So many times, from so many different 
directions, so often and empty as a forgettable pop song.  

“We can play with anybody.”  

Yep, he said it. Three times, in fact. He said it without prompting while discussing the various strengths 
(many) and weaknesses (few) of the UCLA Bruins in their 84-73 victory over Pac-12 rival Arizona at 
McKale Center. He said it again when asked if he was making this statement in the traditional sense—
which is to say, with a general lack of knowledge of what the term “anybody” constitutes.  

In this case, in this season, anybody includes Michigan, Kansas, Florida, Syracuse, Duke and, for that 
matter, Arizona, which entered this game with only a single defeat and the No. 10 spot in Thursday’s 
Pomeroy College Basketball ratings.  

Yes, he meant anybody.  

“I’m a basketball freak,” Muhammad said. “I’m always watching college basketball. And I look at it, we 
can play with anybody. Especially with our defensive effort. We have the personnel that, on offense, we 
can score on anybody.  

“Watching college basketball, we can play with anybody.”  

That was the third time. Guessing he means it, and he should. This UCLA team has endured perhaps 
the most curious road to this position in the season. Four of the Bruins’ starters are new to the program 
this season. Three are freshmen. One, Muhammad, was threatened with never being permitted to play 
college basketball, according to an eyewitness account reported by the Los Angeles Times. Two 
rotation players transferred out. Earlier this month, prized freshman Tony Parker talked to ESPN Los 
Angeles of homesickness and uncertainty about remaining a Bruin.  

That’s enough turmoil to see most programs through a freshman-to-senior cycle. Funny thing, though. 
All that fuss might have made these Bruins better.  

“It’s really different,” Muhammad said. “We really helped our team out. When those guys made good 
decisions for themselves, Josh Smith and Tyler Lamb, we were really down for a few games. We look 
at it now, we don’t have them anymore and we have to take it upon ourselves to win games.”  

The grit the Bruins demonstrated in holding Arizona to 38.4 percent shooting—the fourth time in seven 
conference games the opposition was under 40 percent—is a quality that supposedly leaked out of the 
UCLA program about the time Ben Howland began collecting elite recruits.  

Indeed, the run of three consecutive Final Fours that has defined Howland’s tenure ended after Jrue 
Holiday, Tyler Honeycutt, Malcolm Lee and, indeed, Reeves Nelson signed up to be Bruins. The 
program missed out on two NCAA Tournaments in three years.  

The new Bruins weren’t soft, though, against Arizona. They were not disengaged from one another. 
They’d come off a crummy performance at home against Oregon, were beaten on the boards by nine 
and on the scoreboard by the same number. So it’s not like they’ve got this thing totally figured out. 
Their response to that first conference loss, though, was to earn the program’s first road win over a 
Top-25 team since the last of the Final Four teams did it in 2008. 

 

– more – 



 

“We never give up. When we lose a game, that makes us mad. We come back,” forward David Wear 
said. He took over when his twin brother Travis left the game with concussion-like symptoms, then 
scored 11 second-half points to help preserve a 10-point halftime lead. “We realized we got out-
boarded, we got out-physicaled in the last game. We lacked toughness. We really wanted to make it a 
point that we didn’t lack toughness in this one. We were going to throw the first couple punches.”  

He meant that figuratively. Punches, as in baskets. UCLA pushed hard into its fast-break attack from 
the opening tip, the Wears sprinting as though entered in the 200-meter dash, and opened a 21-5 lead 
in the first 8 minutes. With freshman Kyle Anderson grabbing 12 rebounds, the Bruins managed to win 
that category by a smidge. They still surrendered too many offensive boards (19), but that’s just another 
area in which to grow.  

“We stop a lot of teams on first shots,” freshman guard Jordan Adams said. “We just give up a lot of 
second chances. When we get better at securing the first miss, I think we’ll be great.”  

Given that UCLA entered this game without a poll ranking and marooned at 47th in the Pomeroy 
ratings, it’s not easy to imagine this team among the elite, a Final Four threat, that sort of thing. 
Muhammad wasn’t exaggerating, though, when he said the Bruins can score from any position: seven 
players have scored at least 14 points in a game. Drew is credited with nearly five assists for every 
turnover debited against his account. They are ranked as the 22nd most efficient offense among 
Division I teams. Howland is having the Bruins push the pace even though they do not, as the result of 
the defections, enjoy considerable depth.  

“Early in the game, that was a big key for us,” Howland said. “We’ve got to run, push, even with limited 
numbers, because we’re getting easy baskets in transition.”  

And remember: The 16-4 record, the rotten KenPom rating and the terrible defensive efficiency 
number(111th)—those were impacted by Muhammad’s ineligibility for the first three games and by the 
extreme youth of the team at the start.  

“The first time we played, guys weren’t really on the same page,” Muhammad said. “And now you look 
at it, we’re all on the same page and really playing well.”  

Howland isn’t interested now in using youth as an excuse for whatever might go wrong with the Bruins. 
“Our young guys aren’t true freshmen anymore,” he said. “They have 20 games under their belts. They 
are playing like veterans.”  

This is a much different team than the one that stumbled around in December. The Bruins have won 11 
of their past 12, and all but three of those games were against major opponents. Howland does not 
hide from this, but neither does he wish to extrapolate what that might lead to over the next couple of 
months.  

Asked what UCLA’s upside has become, Howland answered with his own version of an old standard: 
“One game at a time,” he said. “It’s that simple. Our upside is to try to win the next game.”  

That’s getting easier all the time.  

#### 

 



ESPNLosAngeles.com – February 15, 2013 

 
UCLA offense hitting a wall? 
By Peter Yoon – ESPNLosAngeles.com 
 
The UCLA Bruins appear to be hitting the proverbial freshman wall.  
 
Using a lineup that includes three starting freshmen, coach Ben Howland has seen his team go from one 
of the best offensive teams in the Pac-12 to one of the worst during the past three weeks, which has 
coincided with the team's 3-4 record over the past seven games.  
 
The Bruins entered this week tied for first in the Pac-12 standings and leading the conference in field 
goal percentage, but first place is now gone, and the lead in shooting percentage is dwindling, as UCLA 
has failed to shoot better than 40 percent in four of its past five games.  
 
The Bruins shot 37.7 percent Thursday in a 76-63 loss at California and were barely better than 30 
percent in the first half. Prior to the recent five-game shooting slump, UCLA shot less than 40 percent 
only one time this season -- Nov. 13 against UC Irvine in the second game of the season.  
 
But the Bruins have now shot their three lowest percentages of the season during the past five games: 
33.3 percent against Washington, 34.7 percent against Arizona State and 37.7 percent against Cal. A 
38.2 percent performance against USC was the fifth-lowest.  
 
“Our defense was poor [against Cal], but again it was fueled by not performing well offensively,” Howland 
said. “They both go hand in hand. It’s not like it’s two separate teams. They work together, and we have 
to do a better job in our half-court offense in particular.”  
 
UCLA was never going to be a great defensive team. The Bruins are simply too slow and unathletic to 
play an elite level of defense. But they had covered up their defensive deficiencies by playing solid team 
defense and using a potent offense to win games.  
 
Now, however, the offense appears to be drying up. UCLA has scored fewer than 70 points nine times 
this season, and four of those have come in the past seven games. The Bruins also scored only 65 in 
regulation of an overtime loss to USC and 67 in regulation against UC Irvine, so of the 11 times they 
have failed to crack 70 points in 40 minutes this season, five have come in the past seven games.  
 
Leading scorer Shabazz Muhammad had 13 points but made only four of 13 shots against Cal and has 
been worse than 40 percent in three of the past four games as defenses have placed an added 
emphasis on stopping him with creative double-teams.  
 
Afterward, Muhammad bemoaned the team's inability to play as a unit. Howland interpreted that as 
learning to find the open man when you are double-teamed.  
 
“Last night was tough for him, and I don’t think he recognized it,” Howland said. “Every time he got the 
ball, they were running another player at him and doubling him. So what they were saying is that you 
have to pass the ball. That’s something that may happen again in the future, so it was a good learning 
experience. It’s something that was new that he really hasn’t seen before to that extent.”  
 
Complacency a factor? Muhammad told reporters after UCLA’s loss to California that he thought the 
team came out a little too relaxed knowing that the Bruins had defeated the Golden Bears by 14 points 
earlier this season. Cal proceeded to steamroll UCLA 47-22 in the first half.  

– more – 
 



 

 
Howland said he hopes complacency wasn’t a factor but that you never know.  
 
“I don’t think that had a factor, but you know our young guys are going through this for the first time, and 
they don’t know what to expect necessarily,” Howland said. “Anytime you get complacent, you are going 
to lose. Not just against Cal, that’s against anybody. I sure hope it’s not complacency.”  
 
The Bruins defeated Stanford 68-60 earlier this season, so Howland said he would make sure the 
players know that result means nothing going into Saturday’s game against the Cardinal.  
 
“I will after you guys brought it up,” Howland said. “I’ll make that part of my speech. If that’s the 
perception that you guys have, I sure hope that’s not the case, but I’m going to bring that up if that’s 
going to help them get their head in the right way."  
 
NCAA tournament so close, yet so far away: UCLA’s loss to Cal was a blow not only because it knocked 
the Bruins out of first place, but because it was on ESPN2 for all the country to see -- including members 
of the NCAA tournament selection committee.  
 
It only stands to reason that the poor performance would be more harmful to UCLA’s NCAA tournament 
résumé than losses to Cal Poly and USC because of the exposure it received. But then, UCLA’s victories 
over Missouri and at Arizona were also on ESPN networks.  
 
As of now, the Bruins are probably in the tournament. ESPN.com’s Joe Lunardi has the Bruins as a No. 
9 seed in his latest Bracketology. But that is by no means a lock with the way the Bruins have been 
playing, especially considering four of their last six games are on the road.  
 
“I think there is a lot of basketball yet to be played,” Howland said. “I think it’s just, No. 1, at the end of the 
day, it comes down to wins and losses. Quality wins. … When you look at our quality wins now, we have 
great quality wins at Arizona and at Colorado, along with Missouri at home.” 

 

#### 

 



Los Angeles Times – February 16, 2013 

UCLA is feeling a sense of urgency as season winds down 
The Bruins are one game out of first place in the Pac-12 with six regular-season games remaining. Players know 
they are playing for a berth in the NCAA tournament as well as for Coach Ben Howland. 

By Chris Foster, Los Angeles Times 
 
Urgency was the word for the day. UCLA needs to play with it against Stanford on Saturday at Maples 
Pavilion, and beyond. 

"This is a must-win game for us," freshman guard Shabazz Muhammad said. 

They all are, with significance reaching several levels for the Bruins. 

— UCLA is one game out of first in the Pac-12 Conference and is trying to win its fourth conference title under 
Coach Ben Howland. 

— The NCAA tournament is on the horizon, and the Bruins (18-7 overall, 8-4 Pac-12) have six regular-season 
games remaining — four on the road — to make an impression on the selection committee. 

— The final stretch is also a chance to put Howland on better footing. 

"We're not only playing for our team, we're playing for him," Muhammad said. "I came here to learn defense 
from him." 

A segment of UCLA fans are in the anti-Howland camp, with their spokesman being former Bruin and 
television analyst Bill Walton. The 76-63 loss to California on Thursday was another chance for Walton and 
other Howland critics to vent. 

But where Howland stands with those who matter is unknown. 

Associate Athletic Director Mark Harlan was there to give a pat on the back and a hug after the Bruins' last-
second victory over Washington. No one from the administration showed up to greet Howland at the 
postgame news conference two nights later after UCLA rolled over Washington State. 

Athletic Director Dan Guerrero said two weeks ago, "There were high expectations. Ben knows that, the 
coaches know that and the players know that. They have the same expectations. As the season has 
progressed, there have been ups and downs, but those expectations haven't wavered. We'll see how this 
plays out." 

Muhammad said that the chatter about Howland's future hasn't been a concern in the locker room. But, he 
said, "I think the fans are [concerned]. You know how it is when you lose some games. We just have to turn it 
around. We're playing for our coach also; that's one thing we have to know." 

Smothered 

There were oh-so-many issues for the Bruins against Cal. Howland focused on the offense. 

The Bruins shot 37% in the loss, the fourth time in the last five games that they have been under 40%. 

"The defense was poor; that was again fueled by not performing well offensively," Howland said. "That goes 
hand in hand." 

Howland said the Bruins rushed shots, the result of being a young team. Freshmen Muhammad, Jordan 
Adams and Kyle Anderson were a combined 12 for 33 from the field. Muhammad was four for 13, as the 
Bears put extra pressure on him. 

"I don't think he recognized that," Howland said. "Every time he got the ball, they ran another player at him. 
It's something he hasn't seen, not to that extent." 

– more – 

 



So do the Bruins need a few new wrinkles offensively? Cal Coach Mike Montgomery seemed to have a pretty 
simple game plan. 

"They want to run; we didn't let them," Montgomery said. "They have good one-on-one players; we took that 
away." 

No freebies 

The Bruins shot only 12 free throws against Cal, none in the first half. 

Howland said that was due to the Bruins' lack of "physicality." 

Adams said, "We thought there were a few shots where we were fouled. We should have got free throws. But 
that's going to happen on the road. 

 

 

#### 

 



Orange County Register – February 20, 2013 

 
UCLA's simplified offense running more smoothly 
By Ryan Kartje – Orange County Register 
 
LOS ANGELES – In years past, UCLA coach Ben Howland remembers having 45 sets prepared for his team 
to go to at any given moment on offense. 

Heading into their game with Stanford last Saturday, this year's Bruins cut that to just nine – a much simpler 
offense than many of Howland's other teams have run. 

But as they showed Saturday in a victory on the road against the Cardinal, the Bruins' offense is apparently 
most effective when it's keeping things simple. 

Saturday's triumph marked the first time UCLA has scored more than 85 points since its Dec.28 upset of then-
No.7 Missouri. The Bruins shot 54 percent from the field, and their offense, despite 14 turnovers, ran as 
smoothly as it has during the conference season. 

A simpler offense, Howland said, allowed players to focus less on the plays and more on just reading what the 
defense gave them. 

"We're young," Howland said. "We're working on execution." 

Junior forward Travis Wear agreed that the Bruins' nine-play offense against Stanford was much more 
effective, given the team's youth. 

That's especially important going forward, as UCLA looks for a way to complement its dynamic transition 
game with a capable halfcourt one. 

"Things run a lot smoother," Wear said of the decreased amount of offensive sets. 

With a week off before Sunday's game against crosstown rival USC, the Bruins have spent more practice time 
on skill development, including reading defenses and setting screens – two things Howland said are keys to 
adding complexity to their current set of nine offensive sets. 

"It's nine plays, but there's multiple plays that you're doing out of each," Howland said. "It's about reading what 
the defense gives you." 

MUHAMMAD MISSES PRACTICE 

After battling flu symptoms the week leading up to UCLA's last matchup with crosstown rival USC, freshman 
leading scorer Shabazz Muhammad missed practice on Tuesday fighting another ailment. 

This time, however, Muhammad missed practice because of pink eye, which caused his eyes to swell and 
forced him to take out his contacts. Howland said Muhammad doesn't have glasses, so he couldn't take part 
in any part of practice. 

The condition isn't expected to linger, and Muhammad should be back to practice soon, Howland said. 

In UCLA's last meeting with USC – a 75-71 loss – Muhammad scored 22 points in his first rivalry matchup, 
despite battling flu symptoms. 

"That he was able to play at all was really a testament to his toughness," Howland said. 

– more – 



 

PRAISING SCOTT 

He might not have time to take in the Cirque de Soleil or hit the blackjack tables, but Howland is a big fan of 
the Pac-12's new-and-improved conference tournament. 

Howland lauded the changes Commissioner Larry Scott made in the annual tournament, bringing it to the 
MGM Grand in Las Vegas and leaving behind the sometimes sparsely filled Staples Center. 

"Moving the conference tournament to Vegas – what a great idea, long overdue," Howland said. "It's going to 
be exciting every year for decades to come now. For the next 10 years, people are going to be jacked up 
about going to Vegas to watch their team and go to Vegas to enjoy all the entertainment that you're able to 
enjoy there. This is going to turn into a great tournament, and it's going to be an every year deal that people 
are looking forward to. I'm just so excited for the conference, where it's headed." 

"It all started with Larry," Howland continued. "People should be tipping their hat to him and what an incredible 
job he and his team have done to help this conference move into modern day competition with the other big 
leagues." 
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Los Angeles Times – February 25, 2013 

UCLA starts fast, USC never gets started in Bruins’ 75-59 win 
UCLA makes eight of 10 shots in racing to a big early lead, and USC can never make it close as Bruins win at 
Galen Center, avenging earlier loss to Trojans. 
 
By Diane Pucin 

It was this kind of day for the USC basketball team. 
 
When the ubiquitous "fan cam" was used for the first time at the Galen Center, the first fan shown was 
wearing UCLA blue and holding up a No. 1 finger. 
 
At least we know the camera operator is honest. 
 
The loudest, and only, ovation from the home crowd came when the Trojans' NCAA men's water polo 
champions were introduced. "Can they suit up and play basketball?" a fan muttered. 
 
On an afternoon when USC was beaten badly in every part of the game, the Trojans lost to UCLA, 75-59, 
on Sunday. 
 
The win pushed the Bruins (20-7, 10-4 Pac-12) to within a half-game of first place in the conference 
behind Oregon and Arizona, both 11-4. The Bruins play Arizona on Saturday at Pauley Pavilion. 
 
The Trojans (12-15, 7-7), who held a 15-point second-half lead at California on Feb. 17 before losing, are 
now seventh in the Pac-12. They face Arizona on Wednesday. 
 
Center Dewayne Dedmon, who had said last week that scoring off a lob was his favorite play, fell down 
with a loud "boom" when an alley-oop was attempted. He scored only four points. 
 
Instead, it was the Bruins who ran past, around and over the Trojans. 
 
UCLA was ahead 7-0 before the Trojans scored a basket, and afterward USC interim Coach Bob Cantu 
seemed to say the game was over at that point. 
 
"We got down 7-0 right out of the gate and from that point it was tough to battle out of that," said Cantu, 
whose chair collapsed as he sat down after the game. 
 
"That's about how the night went," he said. 
 
UCLA guard Jordan Adams agreed with Cantu. "It helped a lot," Adams said of the quick start. "We're 
not really a catch-up team. We wanted to come out and throw the first punch." 
 
USC missed nine of its first 11 shots while UCLA was making eight of its first 10, and the tone had been 
set for good. 
 
By halftime UCLA led, 47-26, having shot 58.6% from the field (17 for 29). And the Bruins did all this 
with one of their starters, forward Travis Wear, sidelined because of an injured right foot. Wear said he 
hoped to be back Wednesday for Arizona State, but it turned out he wasn't needed against USC. 

– more – 
 



 

"I thought our first half was tremendous," said UCLA Coach Ben Howland, who had only seven 
scholarship players at his disposal. "Overall it's a great win." 
 
Howland also noted that freshman center Tony Parker, who had eight points and three rebounds in 17 
minutes (the most he has played in a Pac-12 game), was a tremendous help in Wear's absence. 
 
USC Athletic Director Pat Haden and senior associate athletic director J.K. McKay watched the game 
from the student section, and what they saw presumably would not make them inclined to remove the 
"interim" title and make Cantu the permanent replacement for Kevin O'Neill, who was fired last month. 
 
USC never got closer than 11 in the second half, when the game got a little chippy, especially when the 
Trojans' Byron Wesley was charged with a flagrant foul against Shabazz Muhammad with 7:55 left and 
UCLA ahead 64-46. 
 
A few minutes earlier, UCLA backup guard Norman Powell and USC backup center Omar Oraby had 
been assessed technicals for making physical contact after a play had finished. 
 
After trailing by as many as 25, USC drew to within 12 on consecutive baskets, a J.T. Terrell three-
pointer and a rebound basket from Eric Wise that made the score 66-54. 
 
A minute later it was 68-57 after another Terrell three-pointer, and USC could have pulled to within 68-59 
with 4:44 left had Wise not missed two free throws. 
 
Terrell led the Trojans with 17 points and Dedmon had a game-high 12 rebounds, but all five UCLA 
starters scored in double figures, led by Adams' 20. David Wear, Travis' twin brother, had 10 points and 
11 rebounds and point guard Larry Drew II had 11 points and six assists. 
 
"I love seeing five guys in double figures," Howland said. "When we have that kind of balance, that's 
when we have our best games." 
 
Trojans point guard Jio Fontan only had four points on two-for-11 shooting and committed five turnovers. 
His quickest move of the night was leaving Galen before reporters could find him. 
 
"Jio, the shots just didn't go down for him," Cantu said. 
 
Terrell, who was four for eight from beyond the three-point line, said his team's 17 turnovers and lazy 
defense were the chief problems. 
 
“UCLA did a great job of knocking down shots," Terrell said. "We didn't do as well as we usually do on 
the defensive end. And we had a lot of unforced turnovers. I think we gave the game away.” 
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Yahoo! Sports – March 3, 2013 

After likely his final UCLA home game, Shabazz Muhammad reflects 
on how he has grown 

By Jeff Eisenberg – Yahoo! Sports 

LOS ANGELES – Muhammad's 18 points, momentum-turning second-half 3-pointer and game-sealing 
free throws were his most obvious accomplishments, but Howland was most proud of another key play 
his star freshman made to help complete a season sweep of the Wildcats. After Mark Lyons missed a shot 
in the lane that would have cut UCLA's lead to one with nine seconds remaining, Muhammad skied high 
in the air on a sprained ankle and outfought Nick Johnson for a one-handed defensive rebound that paved 
the way for his clinching foul shots. 

"I was very excited about that," Howland said. "Bazz early in the year, was very, very quick to leak out 
like we were playing in the summer. He's really improving. He has improved so much as a player 
defensively and defensive rebounding. You can see he's going to be really special for years to come." 

Praise like that makes Muhammad feel especially good because it's validation for why he decided to play 
under Howland in the first place. Instead of going to a school where he could showcase his already 
celebrated scoring ability and perhaps have a better chance to win a championship as a freshman, 
Muhammad chose to play for a coach he knew would drive him to become a better defender and 
rebounder. 

Nobody will mistake Muhammad for Stacey Augmon or Andre Iguodala anytime soon, but he has done a 
better job defensively and on the glass since Howland challenged him at the start of conference play to 
improve in both areas. Muhammad has shed weight to boost his lateral quickness, improved his defensive 
rotations and made more of a concerted effort to help UCLA's undersized big men secure defensive 
rebounds. 

"Improving in those areas was the No. 1 reason I came to UCLA," Muhammad said. "I had Kentucky and 
Duke after me and those are two great programs, but coming here I thought I could really learn how to 
play defense and rebound because that's going to prepare me for the next level. I feel like it's working. I'm 
really improving." 

Any improvement Muhammad makes at that end of the floor can only help a UCLA team whose strength 
is its quick-strike offense. The Bruins lead the Pac-12 in points per game and points per possession thanks 
to the playmaking of Larry Drew and Kyle Anderson, the outside shooting of the Wear twins and Jordan 
Adams and the slashing and finishing ability of Muhammad. 

Muhammad has done nothing to damage his reputation as a scorer by averaging 18.3 points per game, but 
he believes he'll be leaving UCLA a more well-rounded player than when he arrived. Though Muhammad 
side-stepped multiple questions about whether Saturday night was his last home game at UCLA and 
insisted the NBA draft was not on his mind, Howland had already confirmed the obvious a few minutes 
earlier. 

"That was his last game at Pauley Pavilion," Howland said. "No doubt about it. I know that. He knows 
that. We all know that. ... I'm just keeping it real." 
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As Muhammad reflects on the first four months of the season, he insists he is pleased with what he and 
the team have accomplished so far. 

UCLA has overcome a deflating early loss to Cal Poly, the November transfer of two former starters and 
persistent questions about Howland's job security to tie Oregon for first place atop the Pac-12 with two 
games to play. And Muhammad has validated his offseason hype as one of the nation's top freshman 
scorers while also shoring up some of the weaknesses in his game. 

"It has been great playing at UCLA," Muhammad said. "It was definitely the right decision coming here. 
We're all like brothers out there and the added focus on defense and rebounding has really helped me a 
lot." 

#### 

 



CBSSports.com – March 3, 2013 

Once considered a college bust, Larry Drew II is flourishing at UCLA 
 
By Gary Parrish, CBS Sports 
 
LOS ANGELES – He was a joke when he left North Carolina -- a bad point guard and even worse rapper. 
And a quitter. Don't forget that part. The kid was a quitter, too. All smiles and team-first long as he was in the 
starting lineup. But when Roy Williams benched him, he bolted. And so Larry Drew IIreturned home with a 
damaged brand. 

Some folks even mocked UCLA coach Ben Howland for taking him. 

"I got some snide remarks," Howland said, "but I thought it was a no-brainer." 

Sure looks that way now. 

A sellout crowd of 13,727 filed into Pauley Pavilion on this gorgeous Saturday evening and watched UCLA 
complete a regular-season sweep of No. 11 Arizona with a 74-69 victory that launched the Bruins into a tie 
with Oregon atop the Pac-12 standings. Freshman Shabazz Muhammad, whom Howland acknowledged is 
definitely on his way to the NBA Draft, deserves a lot of credit because of his 18 points and big rebound in the 
final minute; fellow freshman Kyle Anderson was also strong with 17 points, 15 of which came in the first 
half. 

But the star was UCLA's only senior for this Senior Day. 

His name is Larry Drew II. 

And that he's gone from the kid whom I described in the opening paragraph of this column to a key figure for a 
nationally relevant program and team in a span of two years is one of college basketball's nicest stories. Drew 
took 12 shots against Arizona, made six and finished with 14 points and nine assists in 38 minutes. He's now 
averaging 7.8 assists, which ranks third nationally. He's the only Bruin who has started all 29 games this 
season. 

So the Larry Drew II story has turned into a story of success. 

Of overcoming. 

Of bouncing back. 

And did you predict it? 

I know I didn't predict it because, long as I'm being honest, I was one of the people who made snide remarks 
about Howland taking Drew after two-and-half seasons of mediocrity at North Carolina. I couldn't understand 
why a man who had achieved greatness at UCLA with guards like Jordan Farmar, Arron Afflalo, Darren 
Collison and Russell Westbrook would think he needed to try to return to greatness (or even goodness) with a 
guard like Drew. But Howland believed in the California native and even regretted missing on him when Drew 
initially signed with UNC. ("It was one of my many recruiting mistakes," Howland said.) So the 10th-year 
UCLA coach decided early on that he'd hand the keys to this team to Drew even if that's what helped send 
Williams and North Carolina to the 2010 NIT, and it's a decision that's helped enhance the reputations of both 
coach and player. 

Suddenly, Howland's seat doesn't seem as hot as it did in early December. 

And Drew? 

– more – 

 



He has gone from somebody labeled among the most overrated McDonald's All-Americans ever because of a 
lackluster tenure at UNC -- and it didn't help when the Tar Heels got better the moment that Kendall Marshall 
replaced Drew in the lineup -- to somebody who is respected and can now reasonably be called a reliable floor 
leader. 

But that doesn't mean that overrated label and all the criticism didn't hurt. 

Yes, it hurt. 

Drew heard it and told me that he even started to question himself. 

"Doubt starts to creep in," Drew said. "You hear [all the negativity] so often that you start to think, 'Am I 
really that weak? Am I really not as good as I think I am?'" 

Can you imagine what that must be like? 

To be pegged to run one of the biggest and best college basketball brands and fail? On that stage? To get 
replaced by a younger player and watch the team excel in your absence? To transfer and become the target of 
jokes and ridicule? To go from a heralded recruit to somebody most think is probably better-suited for a mid-
major? 

How could doubt not creep in? 

How close would you come to giving up? 

As I was wondering about this and talking to Drew late Saturday just off the court here at this renovated arena 
and underneath UCLA's 11 national championship banners, several kids were yelling Drew's name, begging 
for an autograph, asking for shoes. The fifth-year senior spent about an hour with the fans, scribbling his 
signature and posing for pictures. About midway through the process, a lady walked up and didn't seem to 
want anything. But when she got Drew's attention, she looked him right in the eyes and simply said, "I'm 
proud of you and want you to know I'm wishing you luck in all of your future endeavors." 

Drew smiled. 

This was so different than what he'd heard for most of his college career. 

"Thank you," he responded to the stranger. "You saying that really means a lot to me." 
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Los Angeles Times – March 10, 2013 

‘Underachieving’ Bruins are Pac-12 champions 

UCLA takes regular-season title with a 61-54 victory over Washington, the Bruins' first win in Seattle since 
2004. Shabazz Muhammad scores 21 points. 

By Chris Foster 

SEATTLE – The locker room door flung open and UCLA Coach Ben Howland barked out, "Let's go, photo op." 
 
The Bruins, dissected like frogs in biology class all season, eagerly rolled out into the hallway. 
 
UCLA had wrapped up a share of the Pac-12 championship with a 61-54 victory over Washington at Alaska 
Airlines Arena Saturday. The Bruins spent 10 minutes after the game monitoring Utah's victory over Oregon game, 
which left the title only in Westwood. 
 
Time to say "cheese." 
 
Pac-12 officials borrowed the 2011-12 conference championship trophy from Washington's trophy case for a prop. 
A championship banner was unfurled. And Guard Larry Drew II, fighting through tears, was still coming to grips 
with the moment. 
 
"I'm numb right now," said Drew, whose layup with 33 seconds to play put the game out of reach. "Guys were 
following the Utah game. I was sitting there dazed. I heard everyone else start yelling and somebody poured a 
Sprite all over me." 
 
There was one thing Drew could grasp. 
 
"A lot of people wrote us off early in the season," Drew said. "We had a group of guys who believed in one goal." 
 
This was an unlikely place to achieve it. 
 
UCLA (23-8 overall, 13-5 in Pac-12) had not won at Washington since 2004. The Bruins were fresh from an 
embarrassing loss to last-place Washington State on Wednesday. 
 
"To win it here, with all the adversity we've been through, is special," Howland said. 
 
The chatter had been going on all season. The Bruins, with the nation's No. 2 recruiting class, were not living up to 
expectations. A December loss to Cal Poly was used as proof. 
 
"People said some crazy things, like we were supposed to go undefeated," said freshman guard Jordan Adams, who 
had 17 points. "Coach Howland deals with that. Every loss, he takes all the blame and blames nothing on us." 
 
This was the Bruins' fourth Pac-12 championship under Howland. The only UCLA coach with more was John 
Wooden. 

Howland moved on from the adversity talk, saying, "We're on to the next thing." 

That would be next week's Pac-12 tournament. UCLA will be the top-seeded team. 

– more – 



 
 
"I told the guys, 'You get up for big games, they are big from now on,' " Drew said. 
 
The Bruins were ripe for collapse in a big game Saturday. The Huskies (17-14, 9-9) led, 52-48, with six minutes 
left. Washington didn't score again for nearly five minutes. 
 
"Night in and night out, if you defend, even when you go through five-minute lulls where you don't score, you give 
yourself a chance to win," Howland said. 
 
Washington's 19 turnovers resulted in 29 UCLA points, 18 in the second half. 
 
"At halftime we heard Utah was up," Adams said. "We knew we had to take care of our business." 
 
Business was good for freshman Shabazz Muhammad. He finished with 21 points, including five straight points 
after getting an earful from Washington center Aziz N'Diaye. 
 
"He said, 'I can ball too,' " Muhammad said. "I said, 'Obviously you can, or you wouldn't be on the floor.' " 
 
Huskies fans had stopped chanting "overrated" after Muhammad scored to give UCLA a 55-52 lead. 
 
"Shabazz is the player of the year in this conference," Howland said. "This win, hopefully, hammers that home." 
 
The game was left to the hands of Drew, who left North Carolina after three seasons to get a one-year shot at 
UCLA and wound up breaking Pooh Richardson's single-season school record for assists. 
 
After the Huskies closed to within three points in the final minute, Drew burst to the basket to bank in a shot that 
gave the Bruins a 59-54 lead and broke Washington's will. 
 
Said Drew: "People can write us off. We're sticking together." 
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UCLA wins game but loses Adams for season 
The freshman scores 24 points to spark a Pac-12 semifinal victory over Arizona, but breaks his foot on the final play. 

By Ryan Kartje 

LAS VEGAS – A dark curtain swung in front of the small UCLA locker room at the MGM Grand 
Garden Arena, as an expressionless Ben Howland walked in, forced to be the bearer of bad news. 

The locker room was supposed to be alive with the Bruins' hopes of a Pac-12 Tournament title. Just 
moments before, UCLA had wrapped up a second-consecutive second-half comeback, this time 
surmounting an 11-point deficit with 10 minutes remaining and beating Arizona, 66-64. 

But as the curtain swung open and the Bruins coach emerged, a somber tone befell the room. What was 
meant to be a celebration had in an instant become more like a funeral. 

Less than an hour before Howland brought news to his team that freshman Jordan Adams would miss the 
rest of the season because of a broken foot he suffered on the game's final play, Adams had found a zone 
on the floor that few Bruins players – or any player, really – had found all season. For a stretch in the 
game's most important moments, Adams scored 13 in a row and singlehandedly swung the momentum as 
he took over the game. 

Through the second half, Adams was an artist in the middle of painting his masterpiece, driving 
aggressively to the hoop and drawing foul after foul. When it was all over, Adams had shot four more free 
throws (13) than the entire Wildcats team. He knocked down key mid-range jumpers, going 5 for 8 from 
inside the arc, and in perhaps the most important moment of the game, up two points with 1:13 remaining, 
Adams knocked the ball carefully out of Arizona point guard Mark Lyons' hands, broke away, and drew 
yet another foul. 

He'd finish with 24 points in his piece de resistance performance on the night of what would ultimately – 
and unknowingly at the time – be the final game of his impressive freshman season. 

"He really had it going," Howland said. 

And so did his Bruins, who will play Oregon, a 64-45 winner over Utah in the night's other semifinal, for 
the Pac-12 Tournament title Saturday night. But the optimism of its first tournament title since 2009 had 
already faded away as Howland emerged from the brief meeting with his team. 

He had told them that Friday's postgame would be without celebration – the news of the Bruins' loss 
deflating the mood from one of UCLA's most important victories of the season. UCLA players throughout 
the locker room hung their head in a mix of shock and disappointment. Senior point guard Larry Drew II 
sobbed in front of reporters as they asked him whether this team could possibly find its potential without 
Adams, who had been such a key cog in the Bruins' offense all season long. 

Fellow freshman Shabazz Muhammad looked ahead just a few feet away from Drew and spoke softly as 
he answered the same questions. Likely a one-and-done player, Muhammad, like Drew, wouldn't play 
again with Adams – a reality that had just begun to sink in. 

– more – 



 

"I don't know what we're going to do," Muhammad said. "This is bad for us. We're going to the 
tournament, and we were feeling really confident. This is terrible." 

Muhammad's early struggles in the game had opened the door for Adams to excel with Arizona's defense 
locked in on the Bruins' leading scorer from the opening tip. He finished with 11 points, but his role was a 
supporting one, as Adams was the undoubted star of the show. 

Adams has long flown under the radar, because of the high profile of his freshmen teammates, all three of 
which were ranked significantly higher than Adams before coming to Westwood. But all season long, 
Adams has undeniably been the most consistent of the group, leading the Pac-12 in steals during 
conference play and scoring the eighth-most points of any player in the conference. 

Without him, the Bruins will be forced to navigate the postseason with, essentially, a six-man rotation – a 
nightmare situation for Howland, who has been wary all season of putting his players in any situation that 
could result in dissolving the little depth that UCLA has had since Josh Smith and Tyler Lamb left the 
team. 

But the Bruins will soldier on with an opportunity to wrap up a Pac-12 title tonight. But as the somber 
atmosphere of the locker room filled more and more with welled-up eyes and worry of where their season 
could possibly head now, the curtain swung shut for the night, leaving questions of whether UCLA will 
ever truly recover for an encore. 

"Just everything we've been through all season," Drew said, struggling to get out the words, "it seems like 
we can't get a break." 

#### 
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